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$; FOREWORD
2
_' The work presented herein was conducted by the Advanced and
•:_:.: Propulsion Engineering and Engineering Test Personnel of
_:, Rocketdyne, a division of Rockwell International, under Contract
_'_i: NAS3-21356 from April 1978 to July 1981. Mr. R. Connelly and
BI Mr. D. Scheer, were NASA Project Managers. At Rocketdyne,
_ Mr. H. Diem as Program Manager and Mr. A. Csomor and Mr. C. E.
_: Nielson as Project Engineers were responsible for the technical
_ direction of the program. Special recognition is given to
i"
:!_, Mr. J. McPherson of the Engineering Development Laboratory for
his techncal expertise in rotor-balance, assembly and disassembly
of the turbopump; Dr. E. D. Jackson and Mr. F. C. O'Hern of the
: Rotating Machinery Analysis Department for hydrodynamic analysis
and technical expertise provided; and to Mr. J. Pulte of the
" Chemical and Advanced Compoi_ent Test Unit providing direction as
• Test Engineer for the test programs conducted.
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SUMMARY ..
System studies of reusable vehicles for space manuevering missions require small
hlgh-pressure, staged-combustion-cycle engine turbomachlnery of the Mark 48-
oxidizer turbopump size and type. These turbopumps have relatively low-flow,
hlgh-head capability and are physically smaller, which sets them apart from state-
of-the-art turbomachinery.
Additional long-life requirements also are placed on the turbopump with operating
requirements that encompass 300 starts and i0 hours of operation time-between-
overhaul capability.
The Mark 48-0 turbopump which was designed, fabricated, and tested under Contract
NAS3-17800, uses a floatlng-rlng, controlled-gap, circumferential-type primary
LOX seal assembly which may have difficulty in meeting the life and cycle require-
ments of the turbopump. The feasibility of using a hydrodynamic or hydrostatic,
fluid-film type liftoff seal had been demonstrated in previous NASA-Lewls seal
tester activity.
The objectives of this program were to modify the Mark 48-0 turbopump to accommo-
date a spiral-grooved, lift-off type primary LOX seal and to conduct tests to eval- |
uate the life characteristics and performance of the seal assembly in comparison lto the circumferential floating-ring, controlled-gap seal presently in use on theturbopump. Other objectives were to demonstrate the pump suction performance capa-bility of the turbopump with and without balance piston flow reclrculation back tothe inlet of the impeller.
The turbopump was assembled for the first test series using the controlled-gap,
floating-rlng primary LOX seal. A test plan was developed for the baseline tests
with this configuration. The objectives were to characterize the seal leakage
rates wif h the controlled-gap seal and slinger configuration. The slinger is a
small pumping element adjacent to the primary LOX seal which reduces the pressure
at the seal-to-shaft clearance by negative pumping such that vapor will exist at
the clearance interface. Creating vaporized fluid at the gap greatly reduces
leakage rates. Suction performance tests also were to be conducted during the
testing.
The initial configuration was tested during October 1978 at LIMA test stand of
Rocketdyne's Advanced Propulsion Test Facility (APTF). Five tests were conducted
for a total test time of 174 seconds, and a maximum test speed of 7261 rad/s
(69,340 rpm). Special instrumentation was used on the turbopump to measure the
data required. On the third test, a successful suction performance test was made
at a test speed of 7016 rad/s (67,000 rpm). A 5% pump head loss was achieved at
a flowrate of 105% of nominal flow ,and at tha_ point a suction specif%¢ speed
of 84210 (rad/s)(m3/s)l/2/(J/K_)3/4_24000 (rpm)(gpm)l/2/(ft-lbf/lbm)3/4} was
obtained. On the fifth test of the series, at a speed of 7261 rad/s (69,340 rpm),
a pump failure occurred. The failure concluded in a fire which caused major dam-
age to the pump portion of the turboi'u.--p. Before the incident, sufficient data
were obtained to characterize the primary LOX seal leakage.
9
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• A failure investigation followed inunediately after the incident and it was con-
eluded that tilebalance piston axial thrust margin was not sufficient which inltl-
} ated a failure through the pump bearings or rubbing at the hlgh-pressure balance
: piston orifice. This was caused in part by a negative impulse reaction occurring .
i in the measured pressure data across the turbine wheel. A review of the data
indicated an axial thrust correction should be made and also that it would be
_ beneficial for a rerouting of tilebalance piston flow to eliminate all of it flow-
ing through the bearings. Also, the addition of a labyrinth _eal on the down- *
stream side of_the bearings would reduce the sllnger-sump pressure to a level
"_., below 345 N/caz (500 psia). This limit was considered to be the maximum pressure
_ _ range for proper operation of the spiral-grooved liftoff seal to be incorporated
i' in the design. The redesign included improved instrumentation capabilities to
• measure pressure at nine locations In the pump elements. The design was final-
ized and hardware was procured to repl_,ce that damaged by the fire.
Prior to assembly of t'_teturbopump for test with the spiral-grooved liftoff seal,
it had been found that technical problems with the spiral-grooved llftoff seal
needed to be resolved before it could be incorporated without undue risk in the
turbopump. These problems were found through testing of the splral-grooved lift-
off seal in a test rig and the tests iadlcated the seal could not be considered
reliable• As a result, the turbopump was assembled using the original controlled
gap seal• The test objectives were to demonstrate the capability of the redesigned
balance piston axial thrust centre! and to complete the suction performance capa-
bility tests.
The assembled turbopump was installed in the LIMA test stand• The turbopump was
tested for a total of six tests in April 1981 with a total operating time of
749 seconds. Of that time, 146 seconds was at '_41 r'ad/s (30,000 rpm) and 35 sec-
onds at 7228 rad/s (69,000 rpm). All other time was at speeds below 3141 rad/s
(30,000 rpm) or in transient operation. The tests revealed that the balance
piston was operating satlsfactorily at all speeds and over a wide flow range. - i
Suction performance tests were not accomplished due to a turbine tip seal rubbing
problem which resulted in high rotor torque. This could not be resolved without
removing the turbopump from the test facility. On the last test near design speed
(7330 radLs, 70.000 rpml._he data indicate _uction performance of only 52631
(radls)(m3/s)ll2l(J/Kg}:H_{15000 (rpm)(gpm)X/_/(ft-lbfllbm) _ } at a flowrate of
103% of design flow. This test was conducted with the balance piston flow being
routed overboard and also reclrculated back to the Impeller eye. This indicates
t that balance piston recirc_latlon flow effects on suction performance may be
I considered a potential problem.
P The data of the last test series iudtcate the mechanical operation of the turbopump
was satisfactory with only minor mechanical problems that can be readily corrected.
The newly incorporated desigt_ features function properly and will add to the integ-
rity of tho ,_ystem.
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iINTRODUCTION
:, . System studies of future DOD and NASA reusable vehicles for space manueverlng
missions have shown that high-pressure, staged-combustlon-cycle engines offer
i_ significant benefit in terms of higher vehicle payload capability. These engines,which are in the I0,000- to 25,000-pound-thrust class, require relatively low-
" flow, hlgh-head turbopumps which are phy_ica)ly smaller and fall outside the
design state of the art of rocket turbomachinery. Additionally, and in contrast
to past design requirements, the need for low leakage and reuse encompassing
_\ 300 starts and iO hours t_xae-between-overhaul is envisioned. Thus, the designers
_" are confronted with both size and llfe time uncertainties.
The Mark 48-0 turbopump, which was designed, fabricated, and tested under Cot:tract
l NAS3-17800, uses a circumferentlal-type seal assembly which may have difficulty
in meeting the life and cycle requirements of the turbopump. The NASA-Lewis
Research Center had previously demonstrated the feasibility of hyrodynamic or
hydrostatic fluid film-type seals which potentially can achieve the multiple
starts and llfe requirements of the turbopump. This work was accomplished
under Contract NAS3-17769, during which two types of fluid film face seals were
tested for Ii hours and approximately 3",0starts.
The initial objectives of the program were to use the technology gained in the
NASA-LeRC seals programs to design a fluid film seal for installation in the
Mark 48-0 turbopump and test the configuration under actual turbopump operating
conditions. The program plan called for baseline characterization testing of
• the existing controlled gap seal and slinger configuration to determine baseline
seal performance and leakage rates. The parellel objectives were also that of
defining pump noncevltatlng head-flow charaeterlstles and suction performance
with the modified impeller It_let. This was lwgun on the initial test series
" which was prematurely terminated due to a failure and ensuing fire which caused
damage to the pump components of the turbopump.
The spiral groove lift-off seal design for incorporation into the Mark 48-0
turbopump was completed and the seals, as well as other pump components were
fabricated. Subsequent testing of the spiral groove lift-off seal in a test rig
revealed technical problems with the com'ept, which need to be resolved by
additional component testing before the qea! could be considered sufficlen_ly
reliable for liquid oxygen turbopump off,ration.
As a results, the program objective_ were redirected to complete the measurement
of the pump suction performance and to measure the rotor axial thrust capability.
Hardware of the Hark 48-0 turbopump had been rede,;Igned and fabricated to
replace those components which were damaged in the test when a pump fire ensued.
The objective was to demonstrat_ _ with tile floating ring seal, the axial thruat
control and to define pump suction capability.
t
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DISCUSSION
TURBOPUMP DESCRIPTION AND BACKGROUND
A comprehensive discussion of the MK 48-0 turbopump design requirements, analysis
results, and mechanical configuration are presented in Ref. i and 2. For conven-
!. ience, a brief summary of the significant characteristics of the turbopump is
included in the following.
Turbopump Requirements
The performance requirements for the Mark 48-0 turbopump are listed in Table i .
The pump is required to deliver 16.4 kg/s (36.21 ib/sec) of liquid oxygen starting
with an inlet pressure of 68.9 N/cm 2 (i00 psia) provided by the low-pressure pump,
to a discharge pressure of 2977 N/cm 2 (4318 psla). The propellant gas for the
turbine is a mixture of free hydrogen and steam resulting from the combustion ef
liquid hydrogen and liquid oxygen. The gas is provided at a temperature of 1041 K
(1874 R) and an inlet pressure of 2320 N/cm 2 (3366 psia). The total gas flowrate
available is 1.34 kg/s (2.92 Ib/sec). The horsepower requirement of the pump is
matched by adjusting the pressure ratio across the turbine. Since turbine pres-
sure ratio has a strong influence on the attainable engine combustion pressure in
a stay d combustion cycle, it is to be maintained at the lowest possible level.
As noted in Table 1 , the mechanical operating requirements included multiple
starts with long-operating durations and potentially long-coast times between
operations.
In the area of the pump, the combination of low flowrate and high discharge pres _
sure imposed a difficult impeller fabrication task because of the relatively nar-
row passages required compared with the outer diameter. The desire for high
efficiency, compact packaging, and light weight placed the rotor speed into the
6282 to 9423 rad/s (60,000- to 90,000-rpm) range, pushing bearing DN value to the
1.5 x 106 mm rpm limit (Ref. i ). The bearing operation at high DN values in a
turbopump installation, as well as the dynamic behavior or the rotor at high
speeds, needed to be demonstrated. Because of the high operating speed involved,
the bearings would not be able to take an appreciable axial thrust load. This
condition dictated that an axial thrust balance device be employed which, in
liquid oxygen, would have to be of the nonrubbing type. The operating character-
istics of such a device also required evaluatlou.
In the turbine, the low-pressure ratio (approximately 1.4) and low arc of admission
(28%) presented a combination for which no empirical data were available. Per-
formance predictions based on calculations needed to be validated or modified by
measured performance data.
From a structural consideration, the requirement for 300 thermal cycles was signif-
icant in that it established low-cycle-fatlgue criteria and eventually necessitated
incorporating a liner in the turbine manifold to limit the maximum thermal gradients
in structural walls.
4
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_ TABLE I. LIQUID OXYGEN TURBOPUMP NOMINAL DESIGN CONDITION
i '
--ii i
He_.,-Ic Units English Units
17 Turbopump
i'
'" . Capable of operation at pumped-idle
conditions ( 5 to I0 of full thrust)
Off-design operation ±20t Q/N at full thrust do_n
_ to 30_Q/. at 20_.
_" _. Numberof stArt-stop cycles 300
i_ Time between overhaul I0 hours
Type Centr i fuga I
Propel lent Liquid oxygen
Inlet pressure 68.9 N/cm2 I00 psla
inlet t_mperature 90"95.5K 162 to 172 R
. Olscharge pressure 2977 N/c:2 4318 ps la
Mass flow IG.4 kg/s 3G.21 Ib/sec
Number of stages One
Turb Ine
Vk)rJ(ing fluid H2-O2 coenbustion products
. (H2 x H20)
Inlet temperature I0_I 1874 I_
Inlet pressure 3220 N/cm2 3366 psia
Pressure ratio Hlnlmum necessary to
" develop pumphorsepower
reqLlIr amen_s.
Flowrete 1.3_ kg/s 2.92 Ib/sec
Number of stages One
Type Partial admission
Service life between overhauls: *300 Thermal cycles or I0
hours accumulated run time
Service-free life *60 TharNI cycles or 2 hours
accu:ulatad run time
144xlQusSingle Run Duration: 2000 s
haxlmum time between firings
during mission: 14 days
' 14nxlmumtime between firings
during mission; I minute
i 144xl_mmstorage tl_ In orbit
. (dry) : 52 v_aks
i ii ,
', Thermal cycle defined as enqlne start it0 any thrust level) and shutdown
5
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i:_ In addition to the performance criteria noted IllTable i , the contract work
i statement included certain ground rul.es _glveu _n Ref. i ) relating primarily to
i tilestructural analysis and mechanical design of tlleturbopump.
_,,, Turbopum p Descript iot_
_' The original mechanical configuration of the turbopunlp is illustrated in Fig. 1 , .
with significant parts identified. The top assembly requirements are established
_' on Rocketdyne drawing number RS009820E, wheel, Is included in Appendix A. The
design was given the Rocketdyne iut:ernal designation of Mark 48-0. This configura-
i': lion was used in all but the final test serle,_ with minor exceptions. In the last
test series another configuration was used to improve the instrumentation, and the
balance piston fluid routing. This config.,l-arlouiS shown in RS0014079, Appendix A.
Liquid oxygetx is introduced to tilepump tht._ug],tlteaxial-f]ow inlet of 4.214 cm
(1.659 inch) diameter and passes through a fout:-bladed, constant-outer-dlameter,
tapered-hub inducer which raises the pressure, co an intermediate level. From tile
inducer the liquid proceeds hlto a centrifugal impeller containing four partial
and foul* full blades. Subsequently, it Ks diffused in a radial diffuser which
incorporates 13 guide vanes. Dew. =ream of the diffuser, liquid oxygen is col-
lected, further diffused in a volute section, and delivered throagh a single
'2.54cm (I.00 inch) diameter du_£.
Hot gas to the turbine is admItted throu),,ha scro,11-shaped, constant-velocity
inlet, lined with a 1.57 mm (O.Ob2 Inch) metal l_ner to maintain tltethermal 4
[ gradients across the struct:ural walls at an acceptable level. The inlet duct !diameter is 3.1 cm (1.22 iuches). The active arc of tilepartial-admlssion nozzle *
extends over 1.8 rad (103 degrees) or 28.6% o[: the circumference, and it includes
seven flow passages. The gas is fully expanded through tilenozzle after which it
passes through a single row of uushrouded impulse-type blades (79 blades) of tlle
rotor. The exhaust gas is directed through a row of stationary vanes which guide
the gas toward a single radial exlt duct of 3.81 cm (1.50 inches) diameter.
t The pump shaft and tlte turbine disk at'edesigned as an integral part. On tile
outboard end, a stub shaft is used with a stud and nut to extend tlm rotor, IMo
pairs of angular-contact, 20-ramball bearlngs are used to support the rotor. The
pump-cud bearlngs are cooled by reclrculat:ing liquid oxygen through them. The
outboard shaft seal is pressurized wlth liquid hydrogen, and the leakage toward
the outboard side is used as bearitw, coolant. A small amount of liquid hydrogen
is bypassed around the, seat and introduced to tilebearing directly as a redundant
source of coolant, The bearlugs In each pair are axially preloaded against each
other with Belv[lle spr:[ngs to prevent b,ill skidding. The turbine-end bearings
are free of other axial loads. The outer-race sleeve of the pump-end bearings is
axially retained so that the bearings absorb rotor axial thrust during transient
periods when tilebalance piston does not control th_ rotor axial position. *
Ultder coudltlous other than early transient stage during startup or at tileend of
shutdown, tlm rotor axial thrust is neutralized by a self-compensating balance
piston. Thu rotatlug melnbt,r of the piston is the rear shroud of the itapellor.
"1982003595-0"16
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! To operate tilepiston, high-pressure liquid oxygen from tileimpeller discharge
_ passes through a high-pressure orifice located at tile outer diameter of the
}i impeller into the balance cavity. From the cavity tileliquid passes through a
low-pressure orifice near tileimpeller hub into tilesump. From there the liquid
_ oxygeu is returned to tileeye of the impeller t'hrou.qhinternal axial passageseith r llthe diffuser vanes or around the volute and radial holes in tilediffuser
_" and inlet. Thrust-compensating effect is acllieved by virtue of the fact that the
" high- and low-pressure orifice openings wu'y with tileaxial position of the rotor,
, and tilepressure force on tilerear shroud of the impeller varies correspondingly;6
e.g., an uubalanced load toward the puml_ _ulet causes a reduction in the high-
{_ pressure orifice gap and an increase, iu tilelow-pressure orifice gap. This, inturn, causes a reduction i,'Lthe pressure force of the <repeller rear shroud, intro-
duclng a compensating loud chauge.
Because of the danger of explosion when rubbi**g in liquid oxygen, the balance[
piston orifices were designed us llonconta_ting type, formed by the axial proximity
i of close clearance, O.038-nm, (O.0015-inch) average, dlametral, cylindrical surfaces.
To preclude mixing liquid oxygen from the pump wit|, the combustion products from
tileturbine, the two regions are separated by three dynamic seals. All three seals
are of the controlled-gap type, wlth two se:11 rings in each. The controlled-gap
conrept was selected for this app[icatlon prlmarily because it has low-drag torque,
a must for idle-mode starts. Th_s conL_ept also minimizes power absorption during
steady-state operation, and permits very long service llfe. Pump fluid is con-
tained by tileprimary LOX sea]. The oxygL,u which flows past this seal i8 drained
overboard from tilecavity formed by the primary and intermediate seals. A slinger
containing pumping ribs was included upstream of tileprimary LOX seal to reduce tile
pressure at tileseal gap to a level that will vaporize tllefluid. Tileobjective
was to reduce the mass flowrate through tileseal wi_h this technique.
On tlleturbine side, because of the high pressure involved, sealing and drainage
was accomplished in two steps. All overboard drain was included downstream of the
first ring, which reduces the vressure between tiletwo rings to 79 N/cm2 (115 psia).
Tile small amount of turbiuc gas which leaks past the second ring is drained over-
I board with a draiu cavity pressure of approximately 15 N/era2 (20 psia).
To provide separation of the pump aud turbine fluids, allintermediate seal was
incorporated between the two drain areas with a GHe _urge which malntaius Lhe
cavity betwcell the two riugs at a minimum of 35 N/cm- (50 psla).
Test H:tsto.ry
I
Turbine. Calibration of the Mark 48-0 turbine, to establish its aerothe_odynamle
p--_,{:fo-_'amt,ce,was accomplished with ambient-temperature GN2 as tilepropellant. The
rotor speeds wer_ ma:h,taiued Illthe range of 523 to 1185 rad/s (5000 to 18,000 rpm)
to simulate the operational wheel tip speed/gas spouting velicity ratios (U/Co).
8
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I,:' _ Tiletesting was performed at Wyle Laboratory, El Segt,ndo, California, during
_; _ February 4 through 9 1976. A total of Ii tests were made, with GN2 working fluid,
i_ ,/ at velocity ratio (U/Co, total to static) ranging from 0.115 to 0.606, and turbine
_" " speeds from 523 to 1885 rad/s (5000 to 18,000 rpm). A plot of turbine efficiency
is sho_cnin Fig. 2 The efficiency was calculated with Lebow torquemeter torque
_ f and isentropic available energy (total-to-static) across the turbine. At a design
i_ ! , velocity ratio of 0.343, the turbine total-to-static recast,red efficiency was 51Z
ii ,:, compared with a predicted value of 59.8%. Calculation_ _how that with the mea-
!.
_, sured performance the pzessure ratio of the turbine would have to be increased
I,,. } from the design value of 1.424 to 1.54 to generate the required power level.
¢' , _, • SINGLE ROW, PARTIAL ADHISSION
ACTIVE ARC - 28.5_, 1.8 RAO/S
":' i_" • (103 DEGREES)
_, • TURBINE PITCH OIANI:TER, OH - 11.9/4 cm
, (/,I. 70 IN,)
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Figure 2. blark 48-0 Turbine Performance
, The combination of low-pressure ratio (1.42) and low arc of admission (28.5% of
circumference) placed this turbine |n m_ oper:iting region in which turbine tech-
nology had not been devel_ped, l'otentlal improvement in the performance may be
realized by increasing the number of active nozzle passages and reducing the
" throat width to obtain the required total throat area. l)epending on the engine
installation, improvements in the exlmust manifolding ,uiybe possible to minimize
the pressure losses charged tt) the turbine.
I
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Turbopum p Testlng. A total of five test series have been run on the Mark 48-0
? turbopump. Initial testing of Mark 48-0 turbopump P/N RS009820E, S/N 01-0, began
• in the Lima test stand of the Rocketdyne Propulsion Research Area (PRA) on
9 July 1976 and was concluded on ii August 1976. A total of 18 turbopump tests
for an accumulated duration of 266.8 seconds was accomplished on the turbopump
assembly. The test effort was divided into two main categories: Perfornmnce
_ mapping, using GH2 as =urbine drive media, with LN2 and LOX as the pumped fluid;
and i_tegrlty testing, using combustion products from a LOX/LH 2 gas generator as
the turbine drive gas media, with LOX as the pumped fluid Gas generator injector
P/N RS005024-131, S/N 2, a coaxial five-element design, was used during the hot-
fire testing. A brief description of the tests performed during the initial
9 series is presented in Table 2.
The second test series was run during July 1977 on turbopump S/N 01-i; five tests
were conducted. These are described in Table 3. This series accumulated a total
time of 158 seconds on the turbopump. The testing encompassed noncavitating head-
flow characterization of the pump. Critical NPSH was partially determined. The
initial test series had indicated the impeller inlet area needed to be increased
to improve performance and this was done prior to test series No. 2. Also, the
balance piston and bearing coolant flow was routed overboard so it could be
measured and controlled. These tests were run utilizing a gaseous hydrogen (GH2)
drive gas to powe_ the turbine. During test 005 at 7006 rad/s (66,900 rpm), a
pump fire occurred and damaged the pump hardware extensively. The origin of the
problem was establiehed as the primary LOX seal nut baeklng out of its installed
position and blocking the exit passage of the balance piston and bearing coolant
fluid. Design changes were made to a second set of components and the primary
seal nut locking feature was improved. Other modifications were completed to
protect the pump-end bearing from the high pressure drop from all the balance
piston flow passing through it and to reduce the high axial load caused by it.
These modifications were to drill eight bypass holes of 2.18mm (0.086 inch) diam-
eter through the bearing cartridge. This was to reduce the amount of the balance
piston flow directly through the bearing and thereby decrease the pressure drop
across the bearings extending their llfe and reducing the balance piston sump
pressure. This improved the balance piston axial thrust range on the low sump
pressure end. These modifications and test results are described in detail, in
Ref. 2.
A third test series was conducted in May of 1978 on turbopump S/N 02-OB after the
above-mentioned modifications were completed. In that test series, four tests
were run with an accumulated time of 236 seconds. In these tests the head-flow
characteristics were obtained at low speed 3142 tad/see (30,000 rpm). A short
time was obtained at 7330 red/see (70,000 rpm). A summary of these tests is
given in Table 4. Posttest inspection after test 006 revealed high rotor torque
caused by the turbine tip seal rubbing. The turbopump was removed from the test
stand for disassembly and inspection.
10
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F_; TABLE 3. MARK 48-0 TURBOPUMP TEST SERIES NO. 2 SUMMARY
_,, (TURBOPUMP S/N 01-1)
TEST ACCUMULATED !TEST TEST DURATION, DURATION,
NO. DATE SECONDS STARTS SECONr_S REMARKS
i ,, ,,,,,,,
016-002 7-21-77 71 2 78 OBTAINEDH_D-FLOWDATAAT 29,300 RPM.
016-003 7-21-77 18 3 96 OBTAINEDDATA AT 28,300RPM. TEST CUT BY PUMP
DISCHARGEPRESSUREREDLINE3447 NICM2 (5000 PSIG)
AT 69,000RPM.
016-004 7-21-77 33 4 129 OBTAINEDHEAD-FLOWDATA AND BALANCEPISTONSHIFT
AT 69,000 RPM. BALANCEPISTONFLOW ROUTED
OVERBOARD.
016-005 7-26-77 32 5 161 SPEEDSTO66,900 RPM. PUMPFIRE DAMAGEDPUMP
HARDWARE.
TABLE 4. MARK 48-0 TURBOPUMP TEST SERIES NO. 3 S_Y
I"URBOPUNP S/N 02-0
7
ACCDMULATrD
TEST
TEST TEST DURATION, DURATION,
NO. DATE SECONDS STARTS SECONDS REMARKS . _•
016-003 5-19-78 31 I 31 TEST OBJECTIVEHEAD-FOgAT 30,000RMP MAXIMUM I
SPEED 29,500RPM. VIBRATIONCUT ERRONEOUSLY- !
INSTRUMENTATIONPROIg.EI,I. BALANCEPISTONFLO_
OVERBOARD.
016-004 5-23-76 124 2 155 OBTAINEDHEAD-FOWMAPAT 30,000RI_4. FACILITY .i
4
DURATIONCUTOFF- LOWLH2 PRESSURE. !
016-005 5-Z5-78 3 193 PLANNEDHEAD-FLOWTESTAT 70,000 R_. TURBINE
PRESSURERAMPSLOWEDOWNIN SECONDCRITICAL t
SPEEDRANGE- VIBRATIONCUTOFFAT 55,OO0 RPN- ]
PUMPRADIALACCELEROHETER. i
016-006 5-31-75 43 4 236 PLANNEDHEAD-FOgTESTAT 70,000 RPMEIGHT (B)
SECONDSAT 66,OO0 RPI,t OTHERAT 30,000 RP_I.
TEST CUTFORHIGHPUMPBEARINGCOOLANTEeIPERA-
TURE. HIGH ROTORT(]_.QL_ON POSTTE%TIN.S_CTION.
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Mechanical Performance. Testing of the LOX turbopump in test series No. 1 encom-p
passed 18 starts, with a total accumulated time of 267 seconds. Tlletin'ee initial
; . tests were conducted with LN2 as the pump fluid; it,subsequent tests, LOX was
used. The first seven tests were performed using ambient-temperature GH2 to
drive the turbine; in the remainder of tiletests, the combustion product of 1212
: and LOX at approximately design temperature was the turbine drive gas. The
}: ,, longest test durations conducted were 70 seconds with ambient GH2 drive and 41
seconds with hot-gas drive. The operation covered a rotor speed range of 0 to
: 7768 rad/s (74,191 rpm), a maximum pump discharge pressure of 3175 N/cm2
:- (4606 psla), and a maximum turbine inlet temperature of 1133 K (2040 R).
d,,;
! _ Several tests were terminated by the vibration sensor device monitoring the output
of the accelerometers attached to the turbopump housing. This was caused by a
. combination of several factors. Normally on a new turbopump, several tests are
required to establish its vibration signature and thus set tilecutoff poin_ at
tlteappropriate levels. It appears that with the Mark 48-0 turbopump, this level
is in the 20 to 25 grms range in conjunction with a 2 Kl|zlow-pass filter.
Some of the early runs were terminated because the cutoff redline was set too low.
In addition, the manual Gl{2 feed control system employed on the first seven runs
frequently resulted in slow transition through critical speed zones, with attendant
buildup in vibration levels.
Bently proximeter data and accelerometer data obtained from high-frequency tapes
showed increased synchronous activity at 4115, 5026, and 5528 rad/s (39,300,
. 48,000, and 52,800 rpm). These compared favorably with the analytically predicted
critical speeds of 4723 and 5482 rad/s (45,108 and 52,363 rpm, respectively). No
evidence of subsynchronous vibration was present in the data.
• The measured seal drain pressures, temperatures, and flowrates were, In general,
in good agreement with predicted values, indicating proper functioning of the
shaft seals. During chilldown of the pump on the LN2 tests, it was noted that the
secondary hot-gas drlan llne frosted over. This could occur as a result of heat
transfer through conduction, but possibly also as a result of the pump fluid from
tl_eprimary LOX seal drain cavity leaking across the intermediate seal. To pre-
vent a potentially hazardous condition, the purge pressure level in the inter-
mediate seal was raised to 138 N/cm 2 (200 pslg). No problem was experienced at
this pressure level with mixing of incoml,attble fluids. It is quite possible that
the eriginally planned purge pressure of 41 N/cm2 (60 pslg) would be adequate.
This could be established on future tests by sampling and analyzing the drain
fluids during chilldown.
The turbopump was disassembled after ti_t. first test series to permit visual inspec-
tion of the components. Figure 3 shows the condition of the more significant
parts. The condition of most of tht, t'ompouents was excellent; only two discre-
pancies were apparent: The pump-end bearings showed evidenee of overheating, and¢
the chrome plating on the rotor under the primary hot-gas sea/ ring had flaked• off.
L _ • - •L
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After test series No. 2, in which a fire damaged the pump-end hardware, evaluation
on disassembly revealed the failure occurred due to the primary seal retaining nut
backing out and restricted the balance piston overboard flow.
The damage to the hardware included the pump inlet, inducer, impeller, diffuser,
and pump end bearings, with some burning evident in the balance piston return
cavity. All the hardware aft of and including the primary LOX seal was in satis-
8
factory condition with the exception of the turbine wheel where it had rubbed on
the pump side hot gas shielding and its retaining bolts. Analysis ot the axial
thrust control range prior to the blockage of the balance piston drain indicated
adequate margin.
i The mechanical performance evaluation on test series No. 3 hardware revealed a
continuing problems regarding the chrome plating on the primary hot-gas turbine
seal. Chrome plating applied to the rotor shaft flaked off directly under the
seal. This possibJy contributed to the high torque observed after the last test.
The cause of the flaking was thought to be due to the sharp corner of the shaft
relief where the chrome plating terminated. This resulted is inadequate adherence
and eventually led to chipping and flaking. For the next build, plating was
extended over the corner to relieve the problem. The condition of both pump and
turbine bearings were excellent after test series No. 3. Posttest analysis indi-
cated adequate cooling and low-coolant pressure differential across the pump and
bearing. The nominal and maximum axial and radial loads were acceptable, Indicat-
ing the bearings were functioning properly.
The performance of all four shaft dynamic seals was excellent in all tests. Pres-
• sure levels in the drain systems were maintained at sufficiently low levels to
preclude intermixing of the pump and turbine propellants. The primary LOX seal
in particular has been proven a very rellable, rugged concept. In conjunction
with the slinger, its measured leakage rate at design speed was approximately
0.068 kg/s (0.15 Ib/sec).
Pump HYdrodynamlc Performance. Figure 4 is a plot of the pump overall head
rise as a function of flow, where both data and the predicted head are scaled to
a speed of 7329 radls (70,000 rpm). For test series No. I, the scaling was accom-
plished using the affinity laws which have been thoroughly substantiated as appll-
cable for LOX and LN2. The data consist of 66 data points from 15 tests, with
test speeds varying from 1628 to 7768 rad/s (15,550 to 74,190 rpm)_ and with
pumped fluids of both LeE and LN2, primarily the former. The symbols used for the
data points distinguish the different operating speed ranges teste_. There wag
no i_dication that _he results were dependent on the pumped fluid m_dium.
The low-speed data show fairly gored agreement with the predicted head rise, but
may be indicating a slightly steeper li-Q slope than predicted. However, as speed
• increases, the test data deviate more from the predicted curve, falling short of
the curve at the higher flowrates. Tills type of deviation is typical of that
experienced when cavitation is limiting _he performance. To investigate this
deviation, the ratio of the test head rise divided by the _redicted head rise was
" calculated and plotted as a function of suction specific speed (Nss) in Fig. 5.
' The initial plot tended to indicate a great deal of data scatter without clear
i trend. However, when different symbols wore used to represent the differen_ inlet
¢
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flow coefficients (_in) tested, the data showed a clear trend. For all coef-
ficients, there is a tendency of the head ratio to drop as Nss increases. How-
ever, as flow coefficient increases, this dropoff occurs at successively lower
values of Nss. This trend again is strongly indicative of cavitation limitations,
with the amount of cavitation increasing either with increasing Nss or with
increasing flow coefficient at a constant value of N .
SS
The cavitation appears to occur at much lower values of Nss than would be expected
from the design, considering it does have an inducer designed for good suction
performance. This would indicate the more likely possibility that the impeller was
cavitatlng rather than the inducer. This could be caused by:
.i. A failure of the inducer to produce its design head rise, which is
required to keep the impeller out of cavitation
2. An inadequate impeller design from a cavitation standpoint
3. Too much hot cryogenic being pumped into the impeller eye from
the balance plston/bearlng area
An independent computer analysis of the inducer to verify the head rise capability
indicated the induner head output to meet or exceed the originally predicted values.
Analysis of the impeller inlet to determine the cause of the poor suction perform-
ance indicated that the through-flow area near the leading edge was restricted and
could cause the poor suction performance. As a result the impeller eye diameter
was increased from 4.19 to 4.44 cm (1.650 to 1.750 inches) and the impeller lead-
. ing edge was cut back 0.52 radians (30 degrees) of wrap. Further analysis of the
balance piston return flow effects on impeller inlet performance indicated the
decreased impeller eye blockage would be beneficial to suction performance. Anal-
ysis revealed that balance piston fluid returned to the impeller eye did not
• vaporize, and modification to remove the impeller inlet blockage was necessary to
improve suction performance.
Additional suction performance data were revealed on test series No. 2 test 005
when operation up to a suctio_ §pecific speed of 85263 (rad/s_3/s_/2/(J/Kg)3/4
i 24,300 rpm (gpm)i/2_ft ibf/ib' "__ was analyzed for a flow coefficient of 0.094
with no evidence of cavitation. The combined head-flow performance data of the I
1977 tests and the 1978 tests are given in Fig. 6. A second order curve fit !of all the data is also given, The data presented are at test speeds from 3141
to 7330 rad/s (30,000 to 70,000 rpm), scaled to 7330 rad/sec (70,000 rpm). These
data show the slope to be greater than predicted but very close to predicted head
_ at the design flow. The test data cover a flow range of 58% to 112% of design
_ flow.
i . The isentropic efficiency data for test series 2 and 3 are given in Fig. 7.
The data scatter is caused by the low accuracy of the temperature rise measure-
ment at the low operating speeds of 3142 rad/s (30,000 rpm). In general, most
i of the data lles sl_ghtly below the original prediction.
'5_ Q
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Axial Thrust Control. Data from test series No. i showed the balance piston to
be operating in a satisfactory manner, particularly on those tests where part of
the flow was bled overboard and the return cavity pressure was, thereby, reduced.
To improve the thrust margin in an internal recirculatlon mode, it was recommended
: the size of the return flow passages be enlarged.
: ; After test 3eries No. 2 in 1977, the measured static pressure distribution on the
_ ! components was used to develop a thrust model. The axial thrust computer program
_i model was used to predict the axial thrust balance piston performance of the test
_i series No. 3, test 006. The complete results are presented in detail in Ref. 2 .The results indicated the balance piston flow agreed well with the measured over-
_ board drain values. The predicted sump pressures also showed good accuracy with
the measured data. The data indicated the range of thrust of the balance piston
was adequate. The ideal balance piston operating point would be in the midpoint
of the thrust range for an ideal configuration. The analysis indicates that at
the low speed of 3142/rad/s (30,000 rpm) the balance piston operated at a posi-
tion where the axial thrust was only 16% of the thrust range. At the higher
design speed of 7330 rad/s (70,000 rpm), the margin increased to 26 to 32% of the
thrust range. The total axial balance piston travel, _, is 0.25 ram (0.010 inch).
The balance piston travels from the balance piston high pressure orifice full
closed at x = o to the low pressure orifice full closed at x = _. For each posi-
tion of the balance piston, there is a corresponding unique value of the balance
cavity pressure and balance piston axial thrust. From the computer program thrust
model, it was predicted that the balance piston position at the above presented
axial thrust percentage range was at x/6 = 0.47 at the low speed and at x/6
between 0.280 to 0.330 at the high speed operating points. An improvement in
operating the pump closer to midrange of thrust and position could be achieved by
a reduction in the balance piston sump pressure. This reduction reduces the
balance cavity pressure at x/6 = o and increases the axial thrust range of the
system. The operating condition found on test series No. 3 was an acceptable
operating condition wi_h sufficient margin for safe operation.
Bearing Coolant Flow. After the initial test series of the turbopump, examination
of the pump-end bearings showed evidence of overheating. The first three tests of
the series were in LN 2 operation. The total accumulated time on the tests with
LN 2 was 44 seconds, with a maximum rotor speed of 6492 rad/s (62,000 rpm). These
bearings had similar appearance to other bearings damaged in LN 2 operation. Total
test time in LN2 was held to a minimum because of concern for bearing damage.
There was also evidence from the LOX tests that the bearing flow could be sub-
stantially less than desired and that coolant temperatures were higher than
expected due to the higher back pressure at the balance piston sump caused by
high downstream resistance. It was desirable to obtain bearing coolant flow
temperatures of approximately 110 K (200 R). Data from initial tests of series
No. 1 _ndlcated temperatures up to 160 K (290 R) at speeds of 6282 rad/s
(60,000 rpm). Temperatures were greatly improved when the balance piston down-
stream resistance was reduced by opening an instrumen_qtion line and allowing
some of the balance piston return flow to dump overboard. The results were that
the coolant temperatures were reduced to a maximum of 130 K (235 R) at 7330 rad/s
(70,000 rpm). This confirmed that an increased coolant rate would effectively *
reduce the bearing coolant temperature to acceptable levels.
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L_ During the 1977 test series No. 2, a direct measurement of the pressure drop was
not available but calculations from the available instrumentation and the calcu-
i lations of the slinger pressure gradient indicated a pressure drop across the
_ bearings at 258 N/cm2 (375 psi). The loads caused by the high pressure drop would
_ shorten the bearing llfe considerably so it was decided to lower the resistance
by drilling eight bypass holes of 2.18 mm (0.086 inch) diameter through the bear-
_ ing cartridge. This was to reduce the pressure drop to appori_mately 62 N/cm2
_ (90 psi) as this would improve bearing llfe considerably. Since all of the balance
piston flow initially passed through the bearings, the reduction in downstreami re istance would also improve the balance piston margin and range. Subsequ nt
data from two pressure taps located upstream and downstream respectively, of the
pump end bearings indicated pressure drop across the bearings of between 4 and
_: 7 psi. These values are thought to be erroneous on the low side.
Seal Performance. In all of the first three test series, the same seal packages
were used. These seals performed satisfactorily with two minor exceptions. Dur-
ing initial testing it was determined that an increased intermediate seal purge
pressure level should be applied. This pressure was required to prevent frosting
of the secondary hot-gas drain line, which indicated some pump fluid may be getting
past the primary seal drain cavity and causing the chilldown of the secondary hot-
gas drain. All tests have been conducted with purge supply pressures above
104 N/cm 2 (150 psi) with no hazardous condition developed. It is expected that
this pressure could be reduced further with no problem. The second problem is
, mechanical: the chrome flaking under the primary hot-gas seal ring. This was
originally thought to have been due to inadequate plating but could also be due
to a heating condition caused by tight clearance and lack of seal flow. This
condition was found in subsequent tests which will be documentedin test series
* No. 5 results.
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"'- ANALYSIS AND DESIGN MODIFICATIONS
I_ The major objective of the program was to utilize previously gained fluid film seali
technology to design a fluid film seal for installation in the Mark 48-0 turbopump,
and to test the configuration under actual turbopump conditions. The NASA-Lewls
Research Center had pre_iously demonstrated the feasibility of using hydrodynamic
or hydrostatic fluid film-type seals. These seals were considered to have the
potential to achieve the multiple starts and life requirements of small turbopumps
of this type. The first requirement was to obtain baseline pump and seal perfor-
mance data with the existing primary LOX seal. Previous testing on the _rk 48-0
turbopump had been curtailed due to high torque on posttest inspection. The turbo- |
pump had been disassembled and the cause was tzaced to rubbing of the turbine tip.
• The turbine tip of the turbopump is unshrouded and operates at a relatively small
diametral clearance in a housing which has a copper plated mating surface. The i
Ii rubbing had been slight but caused tilecopper surface to restrict the smooth turn-ing of the rotor. This was corrected by grinding the surface back to the required
diameter and finish. It was also found that the chrome plating on the shaft had
deteriorated under the primary hot-gas seal and this had also contributed to the
rotor torque. This was thought to be due to the chrome plating extending only to
the edge of a z'elief in the shaft and to inadequate adherence. To correct this
situation the chrome plating was removed and replated. The plating was extended
past the relief and the replating was done with tighter controls on the processes.
Another change to tileturbopump from tileoriginal design was the increase in
inducer tip diametial clearance to 0.41 mm (0.016 inch) from the value of 0.28 mm
(0.011 inch) from the previous build. This was to reduce the level of rubbing of
the inducer on the silver plated inlet tunnel found in previous builds.
Hydrodynamic Analysis
It was desirable to reduce tiletemperature rise of tilebalance piston and bearing
coolant flow because the fluid is returned to the impeller eye. A lower tempera-
ture of the recirculated fluid would improve the suction performance. The
greatest contributor to tileheating of tilefluid was found to be caused by the
slinger. This heating can be reduced by reducing the slinger diameter. The height
of tileslinger must be sufficient to cause vaporization of the fluid before reach-
ing the primary LOX seal radius. Liquid at the seal will increase the leakage rate
which is undesirable.
The balance piston flow temperature rise as a function of slinger height is shown
in Fig. 8 • The decreasing slope of tiletemperature rise as the radius is increased
is due to changes illfluid properties with temperature change. The effect of
slinger height on tilenet slinger axial thrust is shown in Fig_ 9 • Figure i0 and
Ii show tileeffects of slinger height on vaporization of the fluid and, therefore,
sealing performance o_ the slinger. Figure i0 shows the radius at which the vapor
pressure is reached as a function of slinger tip radius. It can be seen that for
a slinger tip radius of approximately 24.8 mm (0.975 inch), vaporization occurs
Just at tileseal radius. Slinger height below this radius will result in liquid
at the seal with potential increase in seal leakage. Figure ll shows the pressure
expected at the seal as a function of tileslinger height. The discontinuity in tile
curve is at tileslinger height at which the predicted vapor pressure is reached
at the seal radius.
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THE FOLLOWING ASSUHPTIONS HAVE BEEN HAOE:
w BEARING HEATING - 0,8 BTU/SEC
DISK FRICTION TORQUE COEFF - 0.O_/RoI/5
_ RIBBED DISK TORQUE COEFF " 0.0376
_ ' _ LIQUID FROH SLINGER TIP TO SEAL
_ IHPELLER DISCHARGE TEHPERATURE - 265 F
!,
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Figure 8 . Mark 48 Ox_dlzer Expected Balance Piston Temperature
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:_ It was recommended that the slinger height not be reduced below 25.4 mm (i.00 inch)
in order to maintain vapor at the seal radius, and this was the radius slinger
height selected.
N
Axial Thrust Analysis
! , Analysis of the axial thrust from data taken in test series No. 3, May 1978,
: indicated no changes need be made to the turbopump design. The analysis of the
_ axial thrust was reported in Ref. 2 and indicated the thrust range of the balance
,f"
piston was adequate and the thrust operating point had 16% thrust margin at 3142
_ rad/s (30,000 rpm) and between 26 to 32% thrust margin at 7330 rad/s (70,000 rpm)
,: Reduction in the slinger diameter by 2.54 nun (0.i00 inch) would, however, reduce
_ axial thru,_t of the rotor assembly approximately 5% of the net thrust range. This
' would cause the margins quoted above to decrease by 5 points. No changes to the
axial thrust balance piston were made for these tests except the tests were to be
run with the balance piston flow dumped overboard and the balance piston flow
return holes were plugged by inserting pins in the return holes• This was so
balance piston flow could be controlled and measured.
Spiral Groove Lift-Off Seal Analysis
The spiral groove lift-off seal for incorporation into the turbopump was analyzed
as to its specific operating characteristics, environmental requirements and
compatibility with the turbopump design. The objective of the analysis was to use
the technology gained in previous NASA research on hydrodynamic or hydrostatic
fluid film-type seals. This technology would assist in a seal design which could
be incorporated into the turbopump to replace the pump primary floating ring type
seal• Two lift-off seals tested under NASA Contract NAS3-17769 for ii hours and
approximately 360 starts had demonstrated the feasibility of using this type of
, seal to achieve multiple start and long llfe requirements on the turbopump (Ref.3).
The major concern was that the conventional floating ring seal may have difficulty
in meeting the life and cycle requirements of this type of turbopump. The instal-
lation of this seal is given in the upper half segment of Fig. 12. The configura-
tion of the floating ring seal is shown below the centerllne in the same figure.
The pressure level in the cavity upstream of the seal is approximately 938 N/cm 2
(1360 psia). Since current lift-off seal technology is limited to pressure dif-
ferentials of less than 345 N/cm (500 psi), it was necessary to reduce the cavity
pressure to that level to minimize operating risk. To accomplish this, s two-step
labyrinth was added as a throttling device, immediately downstream of the bearings.
A hydrodynamic model of the balance piston fluid flow loop was generated to define
the pressures and temperatures at significant points. The anal_sls performed with
the model indicated that the pressure upstream of the seal can be maintained below
* the 345 N/cm (500 psi) level, which is compatible with existing lift-off seal
• technology. It also revealed that incorporating the labyrinth between the bearings
and the seal cavity will not result in inadequate coolant flow through the bearings,
and that the balance piston maintains a satisfactory thrust control.
?
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; A finite element stress analysis was performed, using the results of the hydro-
dynamic and thermal analysis, to establish the _iting ring and seal ring operating
deflections. The design goal was to maintain the sealing interface gap between
' the mating ring and seal ring from parallel to 50 microinches in convergence. A
divergent gap across the seal face results In unstable seal operation. The mating
ring deflection was controlled by adjusting the corner chamfer to vary the centrif-
_ ugal loading.
The Monel K-500 mating ring and the P-692 graphite seal ring were analyzed as two
_' separate axisymmetric models. The temperature gradients, surface pressure dlstrl-
: butions, and boundary conditions of the models are shown in Flg. 13 and 14. The
mating ring is rotated at the shaft speed of 7330 rad/s (70,000 rpm). Axial
i deflections along the spiral groove surface were obtained for three mating rlng
i aeslgns and one seal ring design. The three mating rlng designs evaluated were
a 1.91 mm (0.075 inch) and 1.27 mm (0.050 inch) chamfer at the opposite OD corner
and a no-chamfer design.
The results indicate that sealing surface deflections of the Monel mating ring can
be readily controlled hy _he corner chamfer. The relative axial deflection of the
OD with respect to the ID is reduced from 955 to 383 micromillimeters (37.6 to
15.1 microlnches) in the convergent direction by changing the corner chamfer from
1.91 to 1.27 mm (0.075 to 0.050 inch).
It reverses to 130 micromillimeters (5.1 microinches) in the dlvergent direction
without a corner chamfer.
" The carbon seal ring surface deflection is 508 micromillimeters (20 microlnches)
in the convergent direction. The total surface deflection between the mating
ring with 1.27 mm (0.050 inch) chamfer and seal rlng is 889 mlcromlllimeters
(35 microlnches). The results of the finite element deflection analysis are given
in Fig. 15.
Both the Monel K-500 mating ring and the P-692 graphite seal rlng designs are
structurally adequate. The factor of safety on yield is 2.2 and the factor of
safety on ultimate is 3.2 for the mating ring. The factor of safety on ultimate
is greater than i0 for the seal ring.
The effective stress levels in the three mating ring designs were about the same.
The maximum effective stress was 32,128 N/cm2 (46,600 psi). The yield strength
of Monel K-500 used in the matillg ring is 71.000 N/em2 (104,000 psi) and the
ultimate strength is 105,000 N/cm2 (152,000 psi) at 260 K (-200 F). Stresses
and deflections of the graphite seal rin_ result from the external surface pres-
sures and spring reaction. The maximum effective stress is 896 N/cm2 (1300 psi).
The ultimate compressive strength of Carbon P-692 is 25,165 N/cm2 (36,500 psi) at
-260 K (-200 F). Integration of the spiral groove flit-off seal assembly into
, the turbopump was completed and is shown i_, Fig. 12 and Drawing 9R0012300 o£
Appendix A.
I
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F TURBOPUMP S/N O2-i ASSEMBLY AND TEST
_:", The specific objectives planned for the test program of turbopump S/N 02-1 were
! !. twofold. The first objective was to obtain baseline primary LOX seal performance
_ i data in preparation for test cumparison and analysis of the spiral groove lift-off
_::' seal to be incorporated in the next turbopump tests. The second was to determine
'_::.o'i the critical NPSH of the turbopump with the balance piston fluid directed overboard
!_ [ and with the balance piston fluid recirculated back to the impeller inlet. Prior
_ to this time only a partial indication of suction performance had been achieved.
! On the first test series the data indicated very low suction Ferformance. This
/ initiated the enlargement of the impeller eye and the suction performance in test
_ i series No. 2 was measured at a noncavitating operation of up. to 85263 [(rad/s)
; (m3/s)I/2 (J/Kg)3/4] {24,300 [RPM (gpm)i/2 (Ft-lbf/Ibm) 3/4 _ at a flow coefficient
:_ : of 0.094 or 110% of nominal flow. The cavitation limit was never achieved during
those tests. The scope of the program was expected to be completed in three full
duration tests.
Turbopump Assembly and Installation
The Mark 48-0 turbopump S/N 02-1 modifications were completed and the turbopump
was assembled in August and September of 1978. The assembly confiBuration is
that glven_in Fig. 16. Changes from the original configuration are summarized in
Table 5. The few changes made to the turbopump and their rationale have been
discussed previously. Dynamic balancing of the rotor assembly was accomplished
on the Gisholt balancing machine with a capability of accurately detecting 6 x 10-4
mm (25 microinch) radial motion. For the Mark 48-0 rotor mass of 2.84 Kg (6.25 ib), }
this translates into a machine accuracy limit of 98N (22 ib) at the design speed -
of 7330 rad/s (70,000 rpm). The rotor was supported in the balance cradle by two
pairs of turbopump bearings, each pair axially preloaded in the bearing cartridge
exactly as in the turbopump assembly.
Balancing was initiated using the main rotor and the rear stub shaft assembly, and
wax corrections were made in the plane of the turbine wheeland the stub shaft.
Subsequently, the slinger, impeller, inducer, and instrumentanion sleeves were
added, making wax corrections in the plane of each component before the next part
was added. After the wax corrections were completed, several repeatability checks
were .made in which the rotor was disassembled and reassembled, and the change in
_ residual imbalance was established, and the runouts at several stations were
measured. Satisfactory repeatability was obtained. The permanent balance of the
rotor was then accomplished by grinding material in designated areas of the compo-
nent parts.
The assembly of turbopump S/N 02-1 was accomplished in similar fashion to previous
turhopump builds, in accordance with the procedure described in Ref. 1 . The front
and rear bearing inner race thicknesses were selected to provide a minimum bearing
preload of 245 N (55 ib), and to obtain a total bearing travel within each cart-
,: ridge of approximately 0.23 mm (0.009 inch). Measurements were made during assem-
bly of the turbopump to establish critical clearances and fits. Critical clearances
in the pump area are given in Fig. 17.
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TABLE 5. MARK 48-0 CONFIGURATION SUMMARY
Ol - 1 O2-O OZ-I
CHANGESTO ORIGINALDESIGN (1977) (MAY1978) (SEPT 197B) '_
L -, , ,: ,,,, ,, i
IMPELLERINLET AREAENLARGED X X X
IMPELLERDISCHARGE-TO-INLET/BALANCEPl,_fON 'X X X
RETURNCAVITYLEAKPATHELIMINATED
BALANCEPISTON INTERN_,LRECIRCULATIONPLUGGED X X X
BALANCEPISTONOVERBOARDBLEED PORT ADDED X X X
BALANCEPISTONEXTERNALRECIRCULATIONRETURN X X X
ADDED TO INLETHOUSING
SLINGERCLEARANCI_REDUCEDTO 0.035 INCH X X X
INDUCERDISCHARGEPRESSUREPORT ADDED X X X
IMPELLERFRONT SHROUDPRESSUREPORT ADDED i X
REDESIGNEDPRIMARY SEAL NUT X X
REDESIGNEDPRIMARYSEAL NUT LOCK X X
BYPASSHOLES AROUNDBEARINGS X X
SPRINGADDED TO FORWARDCARTRIDGE X X
BALANCEPISTON OVERBOARDBLEED PORT ENLARGED X X
MODIFIEDSHAFTPLATINGDESIGN X
INDUCERTIP CLEAR INCREASED(0,016INCH) X
REDUCEDSLINGERDIAMETER X
-1
I _lr'," " 1
1.0.0007IN.)
aoe4..(O.O02,,N.)- _ _:,.._ "///O.qGMM{0.0068 "_'/v
0,t4MM10,00E8IN,) _ ,;_",
\'C%.
_.._ _xO,t5MM10,_)61
O,4tUM(0.016IN,) '- " _" -" ('0.0007IN.)
, -\ \ _ r,,l't
I - \\ 't./J,J
Figure 17. S/N 02-1 Diametral Clearances and Fits
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lAfter the turbopump was assembled, a push-pull test was performed on the rotor to
_i! i establish the external loads which the bearings support as a function of rotor
position with respect to the balance piston orifice positions. The movement of
• the balance piston can be refered to the symbols hI and h2 which define the balance
_! piston high and low-pressure axial clearances, respectively as shown in Fig. 18.
• The results of the push-pull test which characterizes the load-travel response of
the rotor within the spring loaded bearing package is given in Fig. 19. As indi-
_'_I_i cated by the curve, the bearing stops were positioned so that the balance piston
_!_ orifices axial clearances would overlap (i.e., hi and h2 would be negative) by
_i"_ 0.102 mm (0.0040 inch) and 0.076 mm (0.0030 inch) respectively before a sizable
load of 2002N (450 ib) would be imposed on the bearings.
After the turbopump assembly, a series of leak checks were performed to ensure the
ili sealing requirements of the turbopump were achieved. The turbopump was installedinto the Advanced Propulsion Test Facility (APTF) in the LIMA test stand. The
_ necessary connecting ducting was fitted to the turbopump. A schematic of the major
ducting in the test facility is given in Fig. 20. The balance piston overboard
flow system included a single discharge line from the turbine housing flange drain-
_; ing from downstream of the bearings and out of the slinger-primary LOX seal cavity.
This flow was to be dumped overboard or fed back to pump inlet after being measured
using a pressure differential a_r_ss an orifice in the exit line.
Test Series No. 4 (October 1978)
The purpose of the test series was to define the baseline performance of the pri-
, mary LOX seal for later comparison to the spiral groove lift-off seal test data
to be generated in the next turbopump build and test series. In addition, suction
performance tests were planned to define the suction performance of the turbopump
with and without recirculation of the balance piston flow. The test plan called
" for three tests to accomplish the objectives. These planned tests and the opera-
ting requirements are given in Table 6. Turbopump instrumentation was similar
to previous turbopumps tested. A detailed instrumentation list is given in
Table 7 and specific turbopump instrumentation is illustrated in Fig. 21.
TABLE 6. MARK 48-0 TEST PLAN, S/N 02-1 PERFORMANCE
(75 SECONDS; TURBINE PROPELLANT GH 2)
CONDITIONS
i i
TEST N, BALANCE PISTON
NO/DAY I.......OBJECTIVE _ _ . RPM FLOW OPERATION
i ill i i ,i , i
l/% CHECXOUT AND SUCTION I00% O/B NPSH AT Q/N NONINAL
PERFORMANCE WITHOUT
RECIRCULATION
2/2 SUCTION PERFORMANCE WITH 70K 100% RECIRCULATION NP_H AT Q/N NONINAL
RECIRCULATION
, 313 SUCTION PERFORMANCE WITH 70K 100% RECIRCULATION NPSH AT 70%,
_ ]30% QIN NOMINAL
¢|
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Figure 18. Mark 48-0 Turbopump Balance Piston
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Figure 19. Mark 48-0 Turbopump Rotor Load Travel
Characteristics (S/N 02-1)
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_ Facility instrumentation was similar to that previously used. The instrumentation
_" capability of the test cell is given in Table 8 and wa_ sufficient to record all
. the data required. As a safety precaution on all tests a set of redlines were
• provided which required the turbopump to operate within specified limits of speed,
pressures, temperatures, and accelerometer levels. The redline parameters definedr
t for the tests are given in Table 9. The redllne limits, when exceeded, would
_ cause the test to be terminated either by an automatic cutoff monitor or by an
observer watching an instrument.
il The balance piston overboard flow was measured by an orifice differential pressure
e_ and reference temperature as shown iv Fig. 21. The flow could then be dumped over-
6 board or reclrculated back into the pump inlet behind the inducer at the impeller
eye. Proximeter transducers measured axial and radial motion of the rotating
shaft, and speed was also measured from an instrumentation cap at the aft end of
the turbine bearings. The turbine hearings are cooled by liquid hydrogen supplied
from an external source and the proximeters and speed probes are subjected to the
LH2 environment.
In order to measure the leakage on the primmry LeE seal, the LOX seal drain line
was run through a heat exchanger to insure a mixture of gaseous oxygen (GOX) and
helium prior to passing through an orifice. A schematic of the intermediate seal
purge, primary LOX seal cavity, and secondary hot gas seal cavity flow paths is
given in Fig. 22. The pressure and temperature are measured upstream of the
orifice with the downstream pressure being atmospheric. The flow is a measure
of combined oxygen and helium but t|_ helium purge flow was of such a low magni-
tude its effect can be neglected.
q
The tests on the turbopump were conducted in early October 1978. A tot_l of five\
tests were made with a total duration of 174 seconds of operation. A su_a_ary of
the test :3=rles is given in Table I0. The first test planned was that of checkout
of the system at 524, 3142, and 7330 rad/s (5,000, 30,000 and 70,000 rpm) with a
suction performance test to follow at a nominal flowrate and the balance piston
flow not being recirculated back to the pump inlet. The first two test attempts
failed to achieve the desired goals. Test 016-007 had problems with regulation
of the GH 2 turbine supply pressure, which controls speed. The test was cut by
an erroneous bearing coolant temperature reading caused by faulty instrumentation.
The maximum speed achieved In the test was 1048 rad/s (I0,000 rpm). The second
test was terminated after a maximum speed of _.38rad/s (8,000 rpm) due to the GH 2
turbine supply pressure regulator malfunction.
Third test (016-009) of the series was a satlsfactory test with a maximum speed
of 7016 rad/s (57,000 rpm). A 5% pump head loss was accomplished in the suction
performance portion of the test. The test was terminated when the facility mini-
mum supply pressure limit on GH2 drive gas pressure was encountered, which occurs
when the turbine gaseous hydrogen throttle valve is fully opet, and the pressure
' supply does not allow the turbine to maintain speed. The fourth test (015-010)
was scheduled to be a high-speed suction performance test at 7330 rad/s (70,000
rpm) with the balance piston flow recirculated back to the pump inlet. The test
duration was 28 secouds and was tet_mlnated because of low pressure differential
across the balance piston flow measuring orifice. This indicated the balance
piston flow was lower than desirL_t for proper balance piston operation,
42
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_ TABLE 8. MARK 48-0 TURBOPUMP, GH 2 DRIVE TEST INSTRUMENTATION
i i
• NUMBEROF
RECORDER CHANNELS
DIGITALDATAACQUISITIONSYSTEM 64
li CEC OSCILLOGRAPH 12
DIRECTINKINGRECORDERS 27
• HIGH FREQUENCYTAPE RECORDER 7
DIGITALEVENTRECORDER 120
OSCILLOSCOPE(BENTLYAND ACCELS) 4
(MINIMUM)
MILLIKINC_4ERAS 2
TELEVISION(B&WWITH REPLAY 2
CAPABILITY)
TABLE 9. MARK 48-0 TURBOPUMP LO 2 TURBOPUMP REDLINE$,
_MBIENT IIYDROGEN TURBINE DRIVE
" CUTOFF
MONITOR REDLINEIDENTIFICATION REDLINELIMIT
OBSERVER LOXINLETTEMPERATURE 176 R NAXlNUN
. AUTOHATIC/OBSEEVERLOXPUMPINLETPRESSURE 92 PSIA NINII,KIM
AUTOMATIC TURBOPUMPS EED 77,000 R_I MAXI_I.IN
OBSERVER BALANCEPISTONRETURNFLOW aT • 10 R HAXINI._IAFTER
TENPERATURE STABILIZATION
OBSERVER REARBEARINGDRAIN AT - 10 R NAXINUHAFTER
TEMPERATURE S?ABZLIZATION
!OBSERVER BALANCEPISTONCAVITY SPECIFICIUINGEEACHTEST
PRESSURE
I AUTONATIC LO_ PU_PDISCHARGEPRESSURESO00PSI_NAJIINUNAND
6P - 10S
AUTOMATIC/OBSERVERP IMARYLOXSEALORAINLINE 30_SIGI4AX|NUM
PRESSURE
AUTOI4ATIC TURBINESECONDARYSEAL 30 PS|GHA_INUN
DRAINLINE PRESSURE
AUIONATIC INTERMEDIAIESEALPURGE IS0 PSIGWIN|NUll
(HELI{'_I)PRESSURE
.'" AUTOI4ATIC TURBOPUMPRADIALACCEL- ISG
LER(W4ETER,."*
OBS[RV[_ BAt.ANC(PISTONRECIRCULA- If0
TIONFLOWORIFICEDELTA
PRESSURE
" OBSERVER BALANCEPISTONSUNP FUNCTIONOFTESTSPEED
PRESSURE
"2 KHz LOWPASSFILTER
•*¥1BRJLTIONSAFETYCUTOFFDEVICE
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Figure 22. Primary LOX Seal Flow _asure=ent and l-lelium
Seal Purge System
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TABLE 10. HARK 48-0 TURBOPUHP TEST SERIF_ NO. 4 S_Y,
TURBOPUHP S/N 02-1 *
TEST ACCUMULATED
TF_,T TESI DURATION, DUWAY'ION,
NUMBER PATE SECONDS STARTS SECONDS RE[ztARKS
0|6-007 tO-4-7t,I 4_ 1 4_ I;'LARN£CN;'SHTESTAT 7330 RkD/S(70,000 RPM). PROBLEMS
WITHTURBINEC_'I2 SUPPI,Y REGULATOR.CUTTEST.BEARIWG
COQ4.AWTTEMRE;_,TUILE.H[_ WJ_ll,(t_T(ST BPEEb104_W._IS
(}o,_ q_).
0hb..OL_ 10.-4-7b 3_ _ 1_3 MAXINUMTEST_PEED838 RAD/S(8,000 _). IUWBIrI,{
;_,i_SSLI_EREGULATOIINJLLFIJNCTIOi_.
016-009 IO._.Tid _ J 13_ SATISFM.TORYNPSMTESTT0 ?0}b _,_O/S(67,OQ(_W_, WITH
IIALANCr. FIsTOhI;LOWOkrli,BOJl._.5L wLJ,_[WISPOk
C,AQITAT;_ TEST.
O|b-OIu I{}-_-78 2W I .t 167 PI.AILNEDPSHTESTAT l}_ORADIS(70,(X.W_RP t)_IlMBI_.ANCEPISIO_FLOWPJ[CIWCUL_TEDIiP4.W_4_.REACHED
SPEEDOF3141RJ_/S (30,000 EPHJ. CUTOFFF0_|ILrrAJFFICIEWTI_A_( PlSTOliR[CIRCL,LLATIH6FL0_.
O|o-Oi_ 10,-10,-7_. 7 S |74 PtANAEDWSHTESTAT 7330U,D/S(70,0G_Ri._4)_.IITH
BAL_,_4C[PISTONFL041RECIQICULATED114_P _HgU
SPEE0OF 7_51ILA01S(69,240RPH). STABILIZED.S4JODEW
SHIRTINPAP,,A_(TERSAJW,__ S[¢0_ LATERP4J_¢_DIE,_
PRESSURED_O.P$INITIATINGTESTCUT;FIlE (PLOD,
P.iJ061NGivOWP.
L •
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Tile maxtmtg_ speed achieved was 31/,2 rad/s (30,000 rpm). After examination of the
data, the flow orifice diameter for the b_'_ce piston was increased from 0.221
to 0.260 inch and tilebalance piston recirca!ation line size was increased from
! i 12.7 to 25.4 mm (0.50 to 1.00 inch) to reduce the line resistance and increase
_ balanqe piston flow. The primary LOX seal drain orifice ,_Izewas also reduced
after test 016-010 from 22.2 to 12.5 ram (0.875 to 0.500 inch) diameter to improve
_ accuracy of the seal leakage flow measurement.
_,, The next attempt to test was test 016-011 but was cut on startup due to the balance
:_ piston reclrculatlon flow temperature indicating insufficient chill in the balance
_* cavity sump area. No speed was achieved.
Test 016-012 was a planned suction performance test at 7261 rad/s (70,000 rpm)
with the balance piston flow recirculated to pump inlet. In the test, the pump
speed was increased to approximately 3142 rad/s (69,340 rpm) ov_ a period of
approximately 7 seconds. At this point the oxidizer pump sustained a failure
which included a fire which caused major damage to the pump.
Incident Investigation, Test 012
The turbopump failure and attendant fire instigated an immediate investigation of
the incident. The data and hardware from the test was reviewed in a failure mode
analysis including _he following:
i
Data Review i
p , l_ardware Condition ]
Hydrodynamic Performance ]
Balance Piston Analysis
Thermal Analysis
," Vibration Analys'_s
Bearing Condt tlon Evaluat ion
I Data Review. A review of the data from test 016-012 incidated the pump exhibited
normal behavior through the 3141 rad/s (30,000 rpm) operation and through the
first 5 seconds of high speed operation near 7225 rad/s (69,000 rpm). The speed
trace of the data is given in Flg. 23. At that point, _ sudden shift oceured In
most _urbopump parameters. Approximately 2 seconds later, pump discharge pros-
uure dropped suddenly initiating a test termination. A review of the major pazam..
eters is illustrated in Fig. 24. The figure shows the shift in parameters a_
approximately 43.3 seconds. The skirt indicates a decrease in pump speed combined
with an increase in pump discharge pressure., impeller front shroud pressure, a_
balance piston cavity pressure along with f|owrate m_asured in pump discharge
line. The pressures that decreased were the balance piston sump pressure, all
• pressures in the balance piston ret,trn flow loop, with a decrease in flow in the
balance piston line. These data lt_dtcate increased pressure in the pump zone and
decreased pressure In the balance piston sump zone° which is Indlcatlve of impeller
balance piston movement aft toward the turbine thus closing the low pressure
• orifice h2 of Fig. 1B or forward closing the high pressure orifice h 1. The initl_'.
drop in balance piston cavity pressure would indicate first movement was forward.
4S
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l!at'd_waye Aua!y,%t:S. The putup hardware w.'l,_ extu'nstvely dmaagcd. Tile burn pattern
was ,llatnty l t,mtted t'o forwm'd and tuctudcd the fiupeller as shown tn Fig. 25.
_Olllt_ Ill,licit I)ur|l|itg was loc:ltt, d |l_ thc l'Ottll'U C'lV[ty b_lt the s].ingor dl%d pl'._lu,qI_,
LOX seal and _eal re, tafntng uut were lu rel_lt'tvt, ly _iood condition, tndt,cattug they *
were not the cause The h_ivlest hu .{nt; w_i_ coueeutr_]ted at the a[ndueer, Inlpeller
, front shroud aud impell%,r tip. Both luq_el, Lcr aud Inducer were burued to tl,e hubs
antllarge so.el:Ionsoi: tile taler, dll:fusor and volutt, w_re ¢ousumed. A ma_or por-
tton of the damage is showu it*. F.IB. 20, ]'lit: beariug closest to the tmpe l](:r was *
_., iutact but frozen with ,_l,ag and the ltlucr l'dCt' Wd,'_ vracked Tho No 2 bearing
i$\ had failed witli tile c_ge fracttn'od, the hal Is wore creased, nnd approximate|y
out,-quarter of the yaks was located fit heCtrlug No. 1. No fire was evident ill tilebearint; but tile [uuer race was _l[so cracked. All ovtdet_,ce poJuted t:he fact: tlmt
tilt: rotor had shi, fted toward the punlp cud, tucludlug tile turbiue wheel wllich llad
a deep t'ub ou tile upstream (pinup) side with us rubbiug on the downstream side.
Da,t?t..dX.na.!2s_l:g•. A review of tilt, pump alid tttrbilte hydrodyu:uul¢ perfornlauce tudieated
that tile t'urbtuo power was coustaut and uorllla[ dud tile pUlllp head-flow perforlllallco
was normal.. TI,o puulp data prior to t:ho sh.|ft wore coulpared wttll tlae previou,q test
series No. 2 ,'rod 3. Tile he_ld-flow i_ori'orln,meo is presented tu Fig. 27. TIlere is
lie dp|.l_it't'ltt ehdtlb_2 tit pt,_l't'orludtlCt ' iudiv,ttod. The ,qdlllO l..q t'rtle fOV the iSt'llt't't.llltt'
efflcteucy giveu ill Fig. 28 whet compared with t',,st series No. 3 darn. A eolupari-
Soil of tilt' head-t'l.ow i_orforlu:ulco bt_t'ort, and ai'tor tile shift: ts given ill l"tR. 29.
It tndi,c,'ltes there was a change lu i_ortoru_unco where the flow t.ucroasod approxi-
tuatt, l.y 2Z .,and tilt, Ile¢ld tncrea,,¢ed 4.5_,. Tills sulall ._lltft would be caused by tile
reducti, ou tu llt, t' re¢ircuhltlou witlt au atteudant: dr, crease iu tile flow through tile
t •iulpel, ler, which would also lucrt,;_se tilt, head rise, alms, tile pump performance tn
seen to be uotallal throughout the tent iucluding after the appareut rotor sllift. =
.B:d':mCS'_ .l'[.sto.t\ _\l_2il2,2"lc_. The aualysts of the balmwe piston perforulau¢o was done,
US ing ¢ill _lll;l lytt¢a 1 model tTt'|' [uo.d by ¢omp:trittg the avatlnblo mt_asurt,d ]_rt'sHllre
valuet_ to the predicted wllucs. Tile produet'ton of tile balallce piston t'ort'e rattgt,
W'.l,q the|l Ill:let, for throe v_lltlos of Stllllp I1VoSsure. Tills WaS t'olllpared to the ,qlllllllld-
tton of _i.xlal torct,,_ c;lltu|l:ltod I_y ill't,N,q|lrt, d;it_t on tilt, t_thev Ct)llll)t!lll'llt I):ll't,q O|"
tilt, turbopImlp rotor assembly. The results art: llhlst'r,ited Ju l"tg. 30. These data
hltlicat-e that the bal_tneo piston opovattug i_otltt roqut.red for thrust Itlargin was
lie[ t'elltort'd ill tilt' b_lldllt't', IglS[:Oll I:Ol't't', r_l|lge but w_is lll_ll'g|ll?il. }{t_tllle[ loll .ill
SUIllp pt'ossttres to t_90 N/era 2 (IS00 ps|) tudtc_ltos t'he margin would be Jllllwoved
but ou|y slightly. The atlaly,'ais also .t'eve:lled that tht, measured roci.rcul'ttlou
flow was hl,qhor tlmtl prodlt, tod by the Illodol, lutllcal't|lg ;I larger tot_tt gap |:!'O111
high to low in'oSsllro oril'|ce or d posstblo bypass flow arouud the bdlllltt'e pistoh.
Al,_o, the IIIOdsltrod b_l|:ilh't_ piston cavity pressure could not be m_itched by Lilt,
analyt lc,a.l Ill'O,t_,l'_llll. This lndic_ltt,d rlmt the Illt'dstlrell|t'llt WdS ritiler faulty or tilt,
I)tUUp WaS operattu_ wtt l_ a uegative high pressure orlftco clearance.
]'!le.l'!it,'i.l:. Ath'IIJ'.S.Is, Tilt" thertual analysis tnvost-tgat l,on based on tl_o avallal,lo
tempor_tture measuromouts luducatod that tilt, reelrcui,'lt ion fluid w:_s always In the
ltquid state. I:urtherlnoro, no tltCro_hqt, In energy level of tile ret'irellldlt,d fluid
WdH ,'ltlpi;l'ellt dUl'lllg the :llllliit't'llt rot:or shift:. Those rostllts show also that lie
In'at :ldtllt.ton occurred iu tile bearings indicating tltat uo bearing failur_ wan ltt
pro.qt'ess,
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i Figure 25. Mark 48-0 Turbopump S/N 02-1 Burn Pattern
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Figure 26. Pump llardware Damage
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Vibration Ana.lysis. The vibration analysis indicated the levels of vibration were
generally normal for tests 016-009 and 016-012 prior to the shift. Tileaccelerom-
eters recorded vibration levels of 1.7 to 3.7 g rum for test 009 and 012 before
the shift. At the shift the maximum levels ran to 5 g rms. After the shift th - I
data show 1.2 to 1.6 g rms. There was no subsynchronous whirl activity evident _.•
¢' but some supersynchronous activity at 1800 Hz (1.55 times synchronous) occurred.
This is a possible indication of rubbing within the turbopump. A summary of the
accelerometer data is given in Fig. 31
Bearing Analysis. Analysis of tilepump and bearings condition indicated that the
_ bearing No. 1 damage occurred just as rotation stopped. Bearing No. 2 operated
normally until the balls stopped in the outer race by the slag produced by the
fire. Bearing No. 1 was intact and showed no axial loads with cage loads that
were excessive. Bearing No. 2 indicated an axial load in the order of 1557 N
(350 ib) with no large radial loads, it was estimated that bearing life with the
apparent loads would be 1.5 hours.
Conclusions and Corrective Action. Many failure modes were formulated and, in
the process of investigation, were disqualified by the analysis of the data avail-
able. The most prebable failure mode was inadequate axial thrust load control by
the balance piston. This lead to failure of the No. 2 bearing under a,cial load
with axial and radial rubbing of the high pressure orifice at the impeller tip and
rubbing of the impeller front wear ring initiating heat and fire. It is also
possible that the high pressure orifit'e rl,bbing occurred first, with subsequent
blockage by debris of the low pressure rub ring, allowing the balance piston
cavity pressure to go up while sump pressure was going down. Also advanced was
the possibility that the pins in the internal reclrculation path that were used _ |
to block the flow might have been injected into the impeller, or that a foreign l
object from tilerecirculatlon system caused debris, plugging the orifices and
Initlating failure. It became apparent from the detailed failure analysis that
several modifications to the turbopump could reduce the risk of turbopump failure.
I-.was concluded that several design modifications were mandatory to avoid a
recurrence of test 012 failure and to improve the general design of the pump.
These design modifications included
I. Ellmi1' ce reclrculation passages through diffuser vanes and el|in|note
any possibility of blockage pins entering into the pump inadvertautly
2. Increase the balance piston control margin by reduction in sump
pressure. This could be done by separation of balance piston return
flow and bearing coolant flow lines. This would facilltate a higher
weight flow potential through the balance piston and reduce the bearing
axial loads due to the high pressure drop and flow through the bearings.
3. Improve the centering of the balance piston position on the ratlgeof
balance piston force. This could be done by changing the net axial
i:oz'ceof the rest of the turbopump rotor assembly including the higher
than predicted tu|'btne wheel axial thrust.
4. Improve the accoracv of balance piston pressure measurements such that no
pressure measurement transfer lines pass through flange interfaces. This
al_o el iminat_,s any possible leak paths in the balance piston system.
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• Other design changes were recommended to avoid problems not associated with the
pump S/N O2-1 failure. These were the possib]e use of solid silver or KeI-F
i_ inducer tunnel and impeller wear rings and solid silver balance' piston low and high
pressure balance piston orifices. Recommendations were also given to consider the
use of a bearing coolant source independent of the balance piston f_ow recircula-
tlon system.
i Pump Hydrodynamic Performance \"%
. The pump hydrodynamic performance of test series No. 4 has been presented _In part
in the previous incident investigation section. Figure 27 and 28 give the "bead-
flow performance and Isentropic efficiency data. These data indicate the pttm,_
head-flow and efficiency are essentially the same as for previous tests. The'
isentropic efficiency for this build shows a sllghtly higher value than that of "_he
series No. 3 test data. The results of pump suction performance test 009 were "
analyzed and are illustrated in Fi_ 32, These results indicate a suction specific,
spee_,_f 84210 { (red/s) (m3/sec)172/(J/Kg)3/4 } [24,C00 (rpm) (gpm)i/2/(ft-.ibf/
ibm)JI_] with no indication of cavitation at inlet flow coefficlentO.0883. This .....
verified that the design improvements made for the pump are proper. Analysis
indicated that the suction performance might be demonstrated up to a suction
specific spee_ of I12280 { (red/s) (m3/sec)i/2_I/Kg) 3/4 _ [32,000 (rpm) (gpm)i/2/ i
(ft-lbf/ibm)3/4].
S@al Leakage. During the test series, special provisions were made to measure
the leakage rate of the floating ring LOX primary seal to provide a basis of com-
parison with the performance of the hydrodynamic llft-off seal. Since the fluid
emanating from tlledrain cavity is mixed phase, a heat exchanger was included in
the drain line to convert it to gas before measurement. Flow was then established
by recording the pressure drop across a sharp edge orifice. A minor complication
was presented by the fact tlmt part of the helium purge gas from the intermediate
seal leaks into the primary LOX seal drain cavity; however, the amount of total 4
purge flow into the intermediate seal was monitored, and its magnitude was so low
(0.007 ib/sec) that its effect can, for all practical purposes, be neglected.
In order to improve the precision of Clte LOX primary seal leakage flowrate data
for test 011 and 012, the flow measuring orifice was reslzed from 22.2 mm (0.875
inch) to 12.7 mm (0.500 inch) diameter. This increased the pressure at the flow
measuring orifice inlet from approximately 5171N/M 3 (0.75 psig) to 172369 N/M 3
(25 pslg) and resulted in a more precise flow measurement. The primary LOX seal
leakage measured was low and averaged 0.073 Kg/s (0,160 Ib/s) at 3246 rad/s
(31,000 rpm) and 0.07S Ks/s (0.172 Ib/s) at 7226 rad/s (69,000 rpm). The data of
test 012 is considered to be most accurate because of the orifice change. The
flowrates recorded are presented in Fig. 33 as a function of the pressure levels
recorded it, the cavity upstream of the seal. Tbe correlation between seal leakage
and shaft rotational speed is indicated in Fig. 34.
Mechanical Performance
The mechanical performance of the turbopump during test series No. 4 could not be J
fully evaluated because of the damage created by the fire. The examination of the
turbine end of tim turbopump indicated the No. 3 and 4 turbine hearings were in
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good condition. These bearings are designed to take radial loads only and no
evidence of high radial loads existed. The No. 2 bearing on the pump end is the
only bearing showing failure possibility from axial load. The turbine wheel was
sbifted toward the pump end and deep rub had occurred on the wheel from contact
with the upstream side shield. The inducer drive key on the shaft was sheared
off and the inducer hub had rotated 1.57 radians (90 degrees) around the original
shaft position. The aft portion (turbine end) of the turbopump was not affected
by the pump failure. The turbine housing was slightly damaged at the pump volute
matching face. The return cavity contained slag wLich came from the diffuser
axial holes originally used for balance piston recirculation. The seals, with the
exception of the primary LOX seal which was slightly scorched, showed no evidence
of damage. The chrome plating on the shaft under the seals was in good condition.
The primary LOX seal nut was tightly in place and the slinger showed slight rubbing
on the pump side but none on the seal side. The aft bearing support assembly which
includes the aft stub shaft, outboard seal, instrumentation sleeve, rear bearing
cap and the shaft stud was clean and in good condition. In summary, all hardware
aft of the primary LOX seal was in good condition. The rotor and all hardware in
front of the seal was damaged beyond repair.
J
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_":; TURBOPUMP DESIGN CNANGES AND PROCUREMENT
I ;!
. Operation of the turbopunlp within the LOX seal Demonstration Test Program revealed
ii' " a problem in maintaining satisfactory rotor axial thrust control when the test
i_ series of October 1978 ended in a pump fire with damage to most of tile pump hard-
:. ware. The data analysis disclosed that the cause of the failure was excessive
_, ," residual thrust toward the pump inlet, which eventua].ly overloaded the No. 2
bearing and caused internal metal-to-metal rubbing and subsequeut fire.
The large re_;'.|ual thrust was attributable to two factors, In the original con-
• figuration in which all of the balance piston fluid passed through the pump end
i._ bear|ug package, the sump pressure and consequently the operating range of the
piston was constrained by the maximum flowrate which tile bearings could acconunodate
i ii before they would be distressed by high pressure differentials. Furthermore, pres-sure measurements indicated that the turbine wheel was subject to an axial thrust
• compouent which theoretical approaches do not readily predict, and whicl_ therefore
was not included in the original axial thrust summtlon.
Accordingly, a MK 48 Oxidizer Turbopump Follow-on Work Plan (Ri/RD79-115) was
developed and presented to NASA-LeRC for review, evaluation and acceptance. The
plan incorporated modifications to the turbopump which provided sufficient rotor
axial thrust control capability and would allow safe completion of the demonstra-
tion tests with a spiral groove type l_ft-off primary LOX seal.
In the extensiou of the program, corrective design modifications were :Introduced to
, enlarge the range of the balance piston and reduce the turbine wheel thrust compo-
nent. A new set of hardware was fabricated whicll replaced that damaged in tile fire
and which reflected an improved configuration for test _valuation and better
performance.
p
De___ssi_i! C!lange s
Analys_s of the pump modification requirements covered many posstbl.e configuration
changes which were aimed at correcting the axial thrust balance and improving the
measurement of the necessary parameters w|thln the pmllp. It was also desirable
to separate the t)ump bearing flow p,ltb ollt of the balance ptston flow path. Thls
design change was also required to reduce tlle pressure ciownstream of the hearings
in order to incorporate thc spiral groove lift-off seal h_tto the turbopump. The
ftualtzed design is reln'est, uted |il i)rawll:g 9R0012300, Append'ix A. Subsequellt to
the turbopump testiug, a dt, clston wus made to test- wttl_out the use of the spiral
groove llft-off seal, 'l'l_ts dectsfou w:Is based oil teciulical problems ellcountered
ill spiral groove lift-off seal tesllilg ,in ethel" l:eciuiology programs. As a result,
the spiral groove lift-off seal was replaced with the previously desil,_.ued and
, tested floatiuK ring, fixed gap seal alld silnger. Tile design of the labyrlntll
, seal between the bearings aild [ilv seal c;IVity was lil<',ttlltatned by tncorpoi'ating tile
labyrinth rings ell tile slinger ilub. This dt'sit4n cllauge was incorporated onto
Drawtug 9R0014079, Appeudl,_', A. Figure 3% presouis a composite of the destgil witii
* tile upper llal, f silowing the ],ill-off seal aild the lower" half silowtng the origtna[
seal. The desJgu tucorporated an exterual flange for tehe diffuser which was used
to provide a separate draiu for tile balauce plstou tudependent of the beariug flow.
• 1 ........
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This consisted of six radial holes equally spaced around the flange and connecting
internal lines around the pump scroll to transport the balance piston flow back
, to the impeller inlet. These holes could be blocked by pins to allow flow to be
dumped overboard or the external line could be sealed and the pins removed for
internal flow recirculation.
8 : _ In the design, the emphasis was placed on improving the quantity and quality of
_i instrumentation measurements. Communication across interfaces closed out with
_ doughnut seals was eliminated where possible with only one critical measurement
$ii_i out of nine now requiring a seal. That measurement is the downstream bearing
_i pressure. Table ii lists the nine critical parameters. Items I and 2 are taken
...._, out through the pump volute, items 3 through 8 are taken out of the new diffuser
i__ flange between balance piston flow lines, and 9 is from an existing measurement.
_J This instrumentation fully maps the paths for:
i. Impeller front shroud flow
2. Balance piston flow
3. Pump end bearing flow
TABLE ii. CRITICAL PUMP END HYDRODYNAMIC MEASUREMENTS
1
,. I. BALANCE PISTON RETURN FLOW TO IMPELLER INLET PRESSURE
2. IMPELLER LABYRINTH SHROUD U/S PRESSURE
3. IMPELLER DISCHARGE PRESSURE
s
4. BALANCE PISTON HIGH PRESSURE ORIFICE D/S PRESSURE
5. BALANCE PISTON LOW PRESSURE ORIFICE U/S PRESSURE
6. BALANCE PISTON LOW PRESSURE ORIFICE D/S PRESSURE (SUMP PRESSURE)
7. PUMP END BEARING SET U/S PRESSURE
8. PUMP END BEARING SET D/S PRESSURE (SHAFT SEAL LABYRINTH U/S PRESSURE)
9. SHAFT SEAL LABYRINTH D/S PRESSURE
ii
Methods to reduce the axial thrust component on the turbine wheel were analyzed•
I The previous test data contained static pressure measurements from the upstreami
:: " and downstream sides of the turbine wheel. These data indicated a turbine axial
[i thrust component toward the pump. The an_llyses concluded it was more predictable
_i to compensate for the turbine component axial thrust than to modify the turbine
_ to reduce it This was done by decreasing tllelabyrinth diameter on the impeller
_i front shroud and an increase in balance piston force range was also contemplated
r. by reducing the balance piston sump pressures.
if
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" llardwareProcurement
J#
_ The design changes, _.oupledwith tiledamaged hardware, required a large number of
i component parts to be fabrlrated. A list of the ms]or parts required to be lab- -
i_, ricated is given in Table 12, _ilongw[t'hthe vc,dor sources. Approximately 24
_i_' other small component parts were requIr_,dsuch ;Isspecial nuts, locks and seals.
Parts were procured i_ most part from outside s_q_l)l_ersources in a standard pro-
_.I curement practice. Minor rework of the turbine housing was required to correct
i_! minor damage. Tileflange fa_'ewas damagt_dalld|ladto be resurfaced by machining.
_i TABLE 12. MAJOR COMPONENT PARTS PROCUREbIENT
PART
NAME NUMBER VENDOR
SHAFTFORGING 7R0012029 ARCTURUS
SHAFT RSOO9646E CONTURA
INDUCER RSOO9650E CONTURA
SPIRAL GROOVESEAL ROOII532X CRANE
DIFFUSER 9RO012281 CONTURA
VOLUTECASTING 9R0012282 MILLER CASTING
VOLUTEMACHINING 9R0012282 TRI MODELS
STUD, VOLUTE 9R0012283 TRI MODELS
BEARINGSLEEVE 9R0012285 FINN TOOl.
BEARINGRETAINER 9R0012286 FINN TOOL
BEARINGSPRING 9ROO9612E ASSOCIATEDSPRING
IMPELLER 9R0012287 CONTURA
LABYRINTH 9RO012288 TRI MODELS
LABYRINTHSLINGE:_, 9°r _, _289 ROCKETDYNE
INLET S_RO012290 TRI MODELS
NUT, OXIDIZER PUMP 9R0012298 FINN TOOLS
i
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_i Fabrication Problems
'I
ii _ Procurement of the various component parts from various vendors went smoothly
_• with the exception of several items. A large number of schedule delays were
encountered with the diffusers and impellers. An error in the process planning
!i of the diffuser caused the parts to be finish machined to the high tolerance
requirements specified prior to the required heat treatment. This r,_ulted in
part shrinkage at the critical diameters and warpage of the flange surfaces.
Due to delays in supplier capability to correct the condition, the parts were
reworked under Rocketdyne engineering direction at another outside source. This
el rework consisted of chrome plating the undersize diameters and regrinding to the
_ dimensions required. The flange faces were reground to a high tolerance finish.
_! Discrepancies in the tooling used in electrical discharge machining (EDM) of the
, , impellers resulted in scrapping the first impellers fabricated. The second set
were also found to have dimensional discrepancies when they were received. The
major problems encountered in the impeller machining was the extremely small
_, passages required to be machined. Previous procurement of these parts was also
a problem in the first builds of the turbopump. The impellers were made success-
fully but with some difficulties and scrapping of the first parts attempted
occurred on the first procurement also. This indicates that the present impeller
design is pushing the state of tileart in fabrication. Investment castings or
some other high tolerance method of fabrication should be considered on any sub-
sequent procurements.
Inspection and Hardware Proof Testing
As the parts were received they were inspectedudimensionally and approved for use.
The volute required a high pressure structural proof test as did the instrumenta-
tion line welds on the diffuser. As a result, the volute and diffuser were com-!
• bined with a pressure test fixture and proof tested to pressure levels of 3958
i79 N/cm 2 (5740 ±115 psi) in the high pressure zone of impeller discharge to
volute discharge and in the inlet low pressure zone in front of the impeller
front wear ring of 534 ±ii N/cm 2 (775 ±16 psi). The parts were cycled five times
with no leakage or structural failures.l
Molds were taken of the impeller passages to determine how smoothly the passages
blended. The dimensional inspection revealed that the front shroud thickness
requirements were not met. The drawing required a constant shroud thickness of
1.524 mm (0.060 inch). The minimum thickness distribution of the shroud was
measured in each impeller passage. The shroud thickness was very consistent
between passages. The minimum thickness found was 0.229 ram (0.009 inch) and was
located in the pressure side passage of the pa,"ial blade adjacent to the partial
leading edge. The passage located on the pressure side of the full blade indi-
cated a minimum shroud thickness of 0.889 mm (0.035 inch). The shroud minimum
thickness distribution for the two respective passages is compared to the print
dimensions in Fig. 36 and 37. The blade thickness distribution developed in the
: analysis of inspection data indicated the minimum full blade thickness was aver-
aging approximately 85% of the nominal print thickness from the leading edge back
to approximately 35 degrees from the trailing edge. The areas near the trailing
edge was indicated as being above nominal thickness. It should be noted that the
fillet radius requirements for the blade are 1.524 mm (0,060 inch) all over.
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Figure 36. Partial Blade Pressure-Side Passage
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Figure 37. Full Blade Pressure-Side Passage
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This causes the fillet radius to cover all but 0.762 mm (0.030 inch) (20%) of the
blade at the impeller discharge and approximately 70% of the blade at the leading
edge. This adds considerably to the impeller blade shroud strength.
A stress analysis was performed to determine the acceptability of the parts. The
analysis indicated that it was feasible to spin test the impellers as a way of
proof testing their structural acceptability. Analytical evaluation would be
difficult and time-consuming and required very detailed geometry input, which is
not easily obtained in the smaller impeller passages. It was determined analyti-
cally that the stresses in the shroud and blade due to the centrifugal loading
were large compared to the blade pressure loading stresses. It was, therefore,
considered feasible to nearly duplicate operation of the impeller in the turbopump
by using a high speed spin test to proof the shroud and blades as to their accept-
ability. The stress analysis summary is presented in Fig. 38.
An arbor for s'_'°ntest of the impellers was designed and fabricated. The impeller-
arbor assembly was balanced and successfully spin-tested to a proof speed of
8210 rad/s (78,000 ±300 rpm). This proof-test speed was determined by accounting
for the strength ratio of the impeller material between turbopump testing in
liquid oxygen and proof testing in the ambient vacuum test facility. Posttest
penetrant inspection revealed no cracks or damage from the proof test.
Rotor S/N i failed a proof spin test in the Rocketdyne spin test facility. Dim-
ensional inspection of the rotor and shaft had indicated the parts were acceptable.
Proof spin testing of the rotor was required to a speed of 9362 rad/s (89,400
rpm) in order to qualify it for operation at design point conditions on the turbo-
' pump. The test was conducted on shaft S/N 1 in the spin pit. The test fixture
shown in Fig. 39 spins the shaft by hanging it on a small spindle in a free spin
mode. Any appreciable loads developed would generally act on the spindle failing
it, and the rotor would drop onto a nylon bushing to protect it from damange.
The rotor balance was accomplished by attaching a balancing arbor on each end of
the part and balancing the assembly. When the rotor reached a speed of 8021 rad/s
(76,600 rpm), the small end of the shaft failed between the spline section and
the threaded section as shown in Fig. 39. The failure launched an investigation
into the cause of the failure and the possible loads involved.
The investigation determined the fracture to be intergranular caused by tension
or bending. Further material analyses i_dicated an excessive grain size. The
repeatability of the intergranular fracture (unus,al for this material) and the
large grain size was found by test of a small prolongation of the failed shaft
left from the machining. The second shaft (S/N 2) prolongation showed transgranular
fracture (normal fracture mode) and smaller gr_In size. All material still
exhibited a high ultimate strength of 141,348 N/cm 2 (205,000 psi), a yield
strength of 105,500 N/cm2 (153,000 psi) and an elongation of 20.5%. It was con-
cluded that rotor shaft S/N 2 properties were acLeptable for use if the fatigue
limit could be reduced by 20% and the number of cycles by one order of magnitude.
Also, the static strength of the turbi_e end only should be reduced by 10% due to
the high local grain size found.
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!i THINNEST SHROUD SECTION OCCURS APPROXIMATELY
_ AT PARTIAL BLADE LEADING EDGE.
STRESS ANALYSIS OF PARTIAL BLADE LEADING EDGE AT
i SHROUD INDICATF <:AT 70000 RPM:
_1, CENTRIFUGAL P/A - 4000 PSI
! CENTRIFUGAL BENDING = 50200 PSI
c PRESSURE BENDING = 2900 PSI
MOMENT AT SHROUD THIN SECTION DUE TO VANE
BENDING MOMENT IS THEORETICALLY ZERO. v
_-_' SHROUD STRESS AT THIN SECTION DUE TO VANE
_ PRESSURE BENDING IS SMALL.
_" SHROUD HOOP STRESS WILL LOCALLY YIELD AT THIN
"f_' SECTIONS AND REDISTRIBUTE LOAD INTO ADJACENT
THICKER MATERIAL.
SINCE PRESSURE STRESS AT THE THIN SECTIONS IS LOW
RELATIVE TO THE CENTRIFUGAL STRESS, A PROOF SPIN
TEST ACCURATELY SIMULATES THE OPERATING
STRESS DISTRIBUTION.
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Figure 38. Impeller Blade Stress Analysis Summary
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Figure 39. Hark 48-0 Shaft Spin Test Setup
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::_ The dynamic analysis of the shaft consisted of developing a dynamic model for
determination of the critical speed characteristics and bending modes of the
I'_ shaft with balance arbors attached Further development of a dynamic response
:_ model was made to assess the possible loading caused by dynamic imbalance in a
[:[ critical speed bending mode shape. The analysis resulted in the critical speed
,'_ occurring at speeds which coincide with the speed at shaft failure. The range of
_' _ critical speeds of 7540 to 8378 rad/s (72,000 to 80,000 rpm) was found by using •
i three different cases of spin arbor attachments. The speed at which failure
occurred was 76,600 rpm. The typical mode shape of shaft at the critical speed
_ was determined but the bending stress developed for the shaft bending mode shape
was found not to be sufficient to cause failure. Development of the response
model allowed calculation of the effect of the weights used to balance the shaftand wLich are redistributed about the center of rotation by the critical speed
bending mode. The analysis was taken over the full critical speed range with the
" balance weights located both angularly and radially as they were on the shaft
spin test. The analysis was made for several joints or segments of the shaft.
The data show the loads at locations near the failure plane are high at 7540 rad/s
(72,000 rpm) and much reduced at 8378 rad/s (80,000 rpm). Similar results are
seen at several other locations at those speeds. Conversion of the moment loads
to stresses within the part indicate the maximum stress levels occur at the loca-
tion of the failure. The results clearly showed the highest stresses occurred at
the failure plane and that more than adequate stress levels had been reached to
cause a bending failure mode.
This data quite conclusively showed the failure mode. The next effort planned
. was to design an arbor to place on the small end of the shaft which would stiffen
I the shaft and drive the critical speeds to well above the 9362 rad/s (89,400 rpm)• proof test speed. The arbor w s designed to put tension in the small end of the
shaft by loading it with the impeller nut. This added stiffness drove the calcu-
lated critical speed up to 12,043 rad/s (115,000 rpm) which is well above the
proof test speed required. The arbor mass was kept low to aid also in keeping
tilecritical speed high. The arbor design is shown in Fig. 40.
Some material discrepancies have been indicated in the material evaluations of
the shaft failure analysis. The discrepancy showed a large grain size in the
material in the rotor wheel of the remaining shaft. Property reductions estimated
due to the visibly large grain size reduce the calculated allowable shaft speed
at hot turbine drive conditions to 7247 rad/s (69,200 rpm) and to 7938 rad/s
(75,800 rpm) at ambient gaseous hydrogen drive condJtlons. The shaft was success-
fully tested at ambient test conditions to 8734 rad/s (83,400 rpm) to qualify it
for maximum test speeds with a gaseous hydrogen drive of 7938 rad/s (75,800 rpm)
or 8.3% above the planned maximum target speed of 7330 rad/s (70,000 rpm).
The problem encountered here is caused basically by the very high speed require-
ments of this small rotating assembly. It is interesting to note that two previous
_' dimensionally similar shafts had been successfully proof tested on the early design
arbor incident. This Incident does indicate the need for thoroughbalance without
• dynamic analysis of proof spin assemblies at the high test speeds required ofi
these turbopump designs. It is also interesting to note that the bending mode of
_: the shaft and the imbalance response were such as to generate high bending loads
within the shaft and not transmit enough load to fail the small 3.18 mm (0.125
inch) diameter drive spindle. This failure mode was very unusual and highly
unpredictable.
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Figure 40. Mark 48-0 Shaft Spin Test Arbor, Redesigned
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= TURBOPUMP S/N 03-0 ASSEMBLY AND TEST
; _ Specific objectives planned for turbopump S/N 03-0 test program included verifica-
tion of the redesigned balance piston capability to provide adequate thrust con-
trol over a wide flow range and determination of the turbopump suction performance
"_ capability. The overall turbopump performance was to be evaluated as well using
g' ! " appropriate instrumentation. The previous objective to use the spiral groove,
lift-off seal design and to determine its performance capability was deleted.i
Testing of a lift-off seal similar to that designed for the turbopump had encoun-
_ tered technical problems with the design concept. After test rig failures, it
__ was determined that these problems required resolution by further component test-
ing before the seal could be considered sufficiently reliable for turbopump oper-
ation. As a result, the turbopump program had been redirected to test the
turbopump with the floating ring seal while verification of axial thrust control
and suction performance definition was pursued•
Assembly and Installation
Procurement of the hardware was completed and the necessary inspection and proof
tests were completed. The rotor assembly was balanced on the Gisholt balance
machl.o. Tllemachine has a capability of detecting 6 x 10-4 mm (25 _-inch) radial
motion. The rotor mass of 2.84 Kg (6.25 lb) gives a machine accuracy of 0.18 gm-cm
(0.07 gm-inch). This is equivalent to a radial load of 98 N (22 ib) at a speed
of 7330 rad/s (70,000 rpm). The rotor was balanced by being supported in the
balance cradle with two pairs of axially preloaded bearings, just as would occur
in the turbopump assembly. Tilebalancing was done by using the main rotor and
rear stub shaft assembly first with wax corrections applied in the plane of the
turbine wheel and stub shaft. This was followed by the slinger, impeller, inducer
and instrumentation sleeves making wax corrections in the plane of each component
before the next part was added. A relativeiy large imbalance was evidenced on
the impellers. This slowed the balance due to a lack of available material in
the shrouds for balancing. Several repeatability checks were made with the rotor
disassembled and reassembled to satisfactory repeatability and runouts were taken
on the assembly components. Tile final r,:nout values are given in Fig. 41. Per-
manent balance was completed by grinding _iterla[ in the required areas of the
component parts.
The assembly of turbopump S/N 03-0 was accomplished in accordance with the pro-
cedure described in Ref. 1 . The front and real" bearing inner race thicknesses
were setected to provide a minimum bearing preload of 245 N (55 Ib), and to obtain
a total bearing travel within each cartridge of 0.23 mm (0.009 inch).
t
The measurements were made during the assembly of the turbopump to establish
, critical clearances and fits. The diametral fits obtained relative to the bearings
are noted in Fig. 42. Critical clearauces in the pump, shaft seals, and turbiuc
area are included In Fig. 43 through 45.
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Figure 41. Hark 4_.0 Turb_p_ SJbl 03-0 I_lance _Ly Kunouts
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Figure 44. Mark 48-0 Turbopump S/N 03-0 Seal Diametral Clearances
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After the turbopump was assembled, a push-pull test was performed on the rotor
to establish the external loads which the bearings support as a function of rotor
.... position with respect to the balance piston orifice positions. The curve which
was obtained is shown in Fig. 46. The symbols hI and h2 refer to the balance
piston high- and low-pressure orifice axial clearances, respectively. As indicated
by the curve, the bearing stops were positioned such that the balance piston
" orifices would be well past totally closed before a sizeable load (1780 N)
(400 ib) would be imposed on the bearings.
One problem area developed during the balancing of the assembly that had not been
encountered on previous builds. An impeller nut failed during a disassembly which
initiated an investigation into the cause. The failure was due to two factors.
_ The torquing slot depth on the nut was found to be larger than print requirements,
thus not allowing the tool to bottom properly, and the torque requirements were
marginally high. Further analysis on the shaft indicated that the print torque
requirements were excessive. This put a tensile load on the shaft greater than
allowed for the previously reduced properties given for the shaft. The high torque
requirements were a result of the large range of friction factors used in the cal-
culations. The values used were necessary to ensure the impeller, bearings and
",j
slinger stackup carried enough compression to remain fixed through all operating
conditions. A process of using strain gages attached to the impeller to ascertain
the compressive load on the stackup was developed. The process was verified in a
tensile machine including removal and LOX cleaning after the completed assembly.
Analysis indicates the impeller nut torque could be reduced to acceptable levels
with this method and allow assembly to proceed. A major activity during assembly
was directed to developing the strain gaging process and running calibration tests
of the strain gages to be used in final assembly. This was required to ensure
proper preload could be applied to the impeller stackup without overloading the
shaft with reduced properties. The final assembly was completed with good results
from the strain gages and the procedures involved. The assembled turbopump is
shown in Fig. 47 and 48.
After initial turbopump assembly, it was found by helium leak check that the seals
in the balance piston recirculation lines were leaking. The volute was removed
from the turbopump and a combination of polishing the flange face and using
liquid teflon on the seals eliminated the leakage. The assembled turbopump was
installed in the LIMA test cell at the Advanced Propulsion Test Facility (APTF)
of Rocketdyne's Santa Susana Field Laboratory. A simplified schematic ol the
facility has been shown in Fig. 20. The turbopump installation in the LI_ test
cell is shown in Fig. 49 and 50.
Test Series No. 5, April 1981
The purposes of the test plan were to verify tl_eturbopump balance piston axial
thrust control capability and to determine the suction performance of the turbo-
f. pump. The test plan called for a series of four tests. The plan called for
driving the turbopump turbine with high pressure gaseous hydrogen. Instrumentation
was similar to previous turbopump testing. A detailed instrumentation list is
given in Table 13, with specific turbopump instrumentation illustrated in Fig. 51.
The facility instrumentation was similar to that previously used and shown in
Table 8 and allowed recording of all the required parameters necessary.
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Figure 47. Mark 48-0 Turbopump S/N 03-0 Assembly
_, _ IXY52-5/18/81-CIE
Figut't' 48. _lark 48-0 Turboptlmp S/E 03-0 Assembly
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i A set of redlines was determined andiused as a safety precaution, and required
! the turbopump and system to operate _ithin specified ranges of speed, pressure,
_i r temperature and vibration levels. The redline parameters used for Series No. 5
: testing are given in Table 14. i
Balance piston overboard flow was me,lsured by an orifice differential pressure
o utilizing the same system as used fo_ the balance piston and bearing coolant over-
_ board flow on test series No. 4. The bearing coolant flow was measured by utilizing
the primary LOX seal flow discharge llne and heat exchanger used in the previous
; test series. This arrangement I¢ shown schematically in Fig. 52. Shaft speed
, and radial movement were measured as in previous tests.
A total of six tests were conducted on the turbopump in April 1981 with a total
; operating time of 749 seconds. Of that time, 146 seconds was at 3141 rad/s
(30,000 rpm) and 35 seconds near 7228 rad/s (69,000 rpm). A summary of the testing
: is given in Table 15. All other time was a_ speeds below 3141 rad/s (30,000 rpm)
or in transient operation.
The first planned test was a head-flow test at 3141 rad/s (30,000 rpm). In test
016-001, a turbopump start was made to Idle mode at 524 rad/s (5,000 rpm). At
that point a check was _ade on instrumentation before proceeding. Several problems
with controller instrumentation caused the test to be terminated. The second pump
start was test 002 where the pump was brought to Idle mode, then up to 3141 rad/s
(30,000 rpm) for 27 seconds. At this point the flowrate and speed was adjusted
manually to start a head-flow sweep. Upon switching to automatic speed control
set point, the rapid response of the system caused the speed to shoot up to a
3874 rad/s (37,000 rpm) redline and an automatic cutoff was initiated. This was
caused by starting at a lower than normal flow and the pump power absorption was
lower than programmed.
The next test, 003, was a successful head-flo_ test at 3141 rad/s (30,000 rpm) of
56 seconds duration and covered a flow range of 79 to 117% of design flow. For
this test the balance piston flow was routed overboard. The te-t 004 was targeted
for a hlgh-speed head-flow test at 7016 rad/s (67,000 rpm). X_ _ speed was set at
slightly under the design speed of 7330 rad/s (70,000 rpm) because the lower speed I
data indicated that at low flows the pump discharge pressure would exceed the
pressure transducer limits of 3448 N/CM 2 (5000 pslg), and the test would be auto-
matlcally terminated by the redllne limits. This high pressure would also over-
drive the transducers and cause dam;tge. The test speed on test 004 was brought
up to the 3141 rad/s (30,000 rpm) operating point by the automatic control system
which controls turbine drive pressure. At that speed it was found that the speed
I pickup on the turbopump had failed, and the teat had to be terminated. The speed
achieved was determined after the te_t by counting the frequency of the proximity
• probe signal changes which record one steo per revolution. Also, during the test
at speed, a segment of head-flow varlatiot, data from I00 and 119% of nominal flow
was obtained. The speed probe wa_ replaced after It was verified it shorted out
at low temperatures while it operated satisfactorily at ambient conditions.
4
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TABLE 14. LO 2 TURBOPUMP RYDI,INF_, AMBIENT HYDROGEN TURBINE DRIVE,
TEST SERIES 5
,, . ., . . , • i , u
CUTOFF
MONITOR REDLINEIDENTIFICATION REDLINELIMIT
_._
AUTOMATIC LOX INLETTEMPERATURE 180 R MAXIMUM
i AUTOMATIC/OBSERVER LOX PUMP INLETPRESSURE 92 PSIAHINIMUM "
5-
_, AUTOMATIC TURBOPUMPSPEED 77,000RPM MAXIMUN
OBSERVER PUMP BEARINGOVBb FLOW AT : 25 R MAXIMUMAFTER
TEMPERATURE STABILIZATION
OBSERVER REARBEARINGDRAIN AT = 25 R MAXIMUm!AFTER
TEMPERATURE STABILIZATION
OBSERVER BALANCEPISTONCAVITY SPECIFICRANGEEACH TEST
PRESSURE
AUTOMATIC LOX PUMPDISCHARGEPRESSURE 5000 PSIGMAXIMUM
AUTOMATIC PRIMARYLOX SEAL DRAINLINE 30 PSIGMAXIMUM***
PRESSURE
AUTOMATIC TURBINESECONDARYSEAL 30 PSIGMAX!MUM***
DRAIN LINE PRESSURE
AUTOMATIC INTERMEDIATESEAL PURGE 150 PS!GMINIMUM
{HELIUM)PRESSURE
t
OBSERVER BENTLYTRANSDUCERI,U_DIAL O,OlO INCHMAXIMUM
DEFLECTION
OBSERVER BENTLYTRANSDUCERAX:/_L 0.013 INCHMAXIMUM
DEFLECTION
AUTOMATIC TURBOPUMPRADIALACCEL- 15 G RIMS
LER_4ET_R*,**
OBSERVER BALANCEPISTONSUMP SPECIFICRANGE EACHTEST
PRESSURE
AUTOMATIC REARBEARINGSUPPLY 3100 PSIGMINIMUM
PRESSURE
AUTOMATIC REARBEARINGDRAIN 500 PSIGMAXIMUM
PRESSURE
* 2 KHz LOW PASSFILTER
**VIBRATIONSAFETYCUTOFFDEVICE
***CONDITIONMUST EXIST FOR MORE THAN 2 SECONDS
li6
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_.; Analysis of tiledata at 3141 rad/s (30,000 rpm) had indicated the balance p_ston/
_,?, stoup pressures were marginally too high. Tllebalance piston overboard drain line
consisted of six lines exltiag tlteturbopump at tllediffuser flange. These were
i !' '" manifolded together by 12.3 mm (0.50 inch) connecting lines. The resulting single
_. 12.5 um_ (0.50 inch) line then ran through a flow measuring orifice and then a flow
• _ co tr orifice b fore exiting into a 7.62 m (3 inch) line which dumped overbear.:
_ A pressure and temperature measurement was taken upstream of the flow measuremellt
: ! orifice and a differential pressure was measured across it. This enabled the
pressure to be monitored upstream of the flow control orifice. On tlletests
i prior to test 005, the flow control oriflc,e diameter was set at 6.15 nm, (0.242inch) and the flow measurement o lflc,e diameter was set at 5.61 mm (0.221 inch).
,_ The data from test 004 indicated a small pressure drop occurring across the flow
_ measurement orifice with high pressure losses downstream. This was an indication
• _ of choking do,,stream. In an attempt to reduce the balance piston sump pressure
" " for test 005, the downstream flow control orifice was removed from che line.
The test 005 objective was to operate at 7016 rad/s (67,000 rpm) for a head-flow
test with the balance piston flow overboard. Test speed was brought to 3141 rad/s
• (30,000 rpm) when tllesignal of pressure differential across the pump flow venturi
failed, thus losing monitoring capability of the pump flow rate. This caused thei
t_st to be terminated.
Tile low speed data ft'om test 005 [udlcat:ed that due to choking illthe balance
piston flow overboard drain llne, it was impractical to attempt to reduce the
sump pressure appreciably by reducing tl,e drain llne resistance since choking
would still occur at some point in the line. Test 005 data iudlcated the choking
point had moved to tlleflow measurement: orifice. Therefore, the next step to
reduce tileresistance as low as posslble was to allow reclrculatlon to occur, as
well as to allow overboard dralu line flow. The reclrculatlon blocking pills were
removed to allow the balance piston flow to return t:o the impeller inJ,,t. The
flow measurement orifice was set:at b.70 rpm (0.2636 inch) and the flow control
orifice was set at 7.62 mm (0.300 inch).
Test 006 was run successfully to ;tturgot: speed of 7016 rad/s (67,000 rpm) with
tlte balauce piston flow routed overboard and reclrculated to utinitnize sump pressure.
Tile turbopump operated for 35 seconds near 7120 rad/s (68,000 rpm) while a complete
head-flow sweep was made from lIT% dr, i_u to 87% design. At the low flow point,
the pump dlsehargo pressure ronchod _448 N/cm" (5000 pslg) and tile test was tel
re|hated by exceediug tile redliuo lttt1[t t:or that uleasureutent,
At tlleconclusion of test: 00h, posttest torque chocks on the 'rotor assembly iudl-
cared excessive torque on the shnft. Provious checks had indicated low magnitudes
in the order of 14.12 N-cut (20 oz-in.) bt'oM<awav and |.0.6N-cm (15 oz-ln.) running.
The high torque levels were up to q.03 to I|,30 N-in (80 to 100 lu.-ib.) initially
' with tilerotor essentially freezing up _Iter several revolutions. Boroscope
examination and audio checks at I hc ttlrb|nt, wheel tips clearly showed excessive
_ubbing, All attempts to reduce the t tu'qtto, int, l,udtttg stmultaneottsly heatit_g aud
chilling parts, failed. This left no choice but to remove the turbopump and dis-
4
assemble it to correct tile condition. Duo to budget limitations, additional
testing had to be termiuated.
l 'l'tl I'l_ I lit, I'_' I'1 _l'lll, lil_'t,
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ll',',ll'<_lt_'ll ,'l,i lilt' Itii'hlil_' t_'_>l'l_l_ltt I liit<l ,ill_i I I_lili_l _X\'ttl'il iil Iht' t_liilill, t)lll\' I_','ll I_
Tl,:il i_ _,,,I;_ ;:llkll_,d I_1 llll'i_ill_' ll_,l'l_,l'iii,iilc_ , ;il II;il ,iild 7171 i',i_l/,'_ t li),t)tll),iikl
ll_l _ tliltl Il_lll) ,
_ Turbine test efficiency is shown in Fig. 54. Turbine efficiency was determined
using a delivered power equal to tile pump t Luid power divided by the pt,mp isen-
tropic efficiency. Tut'bine aw_lab]o power was calculated from the turbine mea-
sured flowrate and the turbine awlilable energy determined using NBS Technical
Note 617 for gaseous hydrogen properties. Turbine predicted ,,fficSency and call-
ii, : brai:_t:n tests efficiency characteristics are shown in Fig. 54. For tile 7121 rad/s
_ . (68,000 rpm) test points, the average efficiency was 59.0% at an average velocity
_ ratio of 0.384. Thls compares well with the predlcted efficiency of 61.5% at tile
_ same velocity ratio and is significantly hl_her than tileperformance indicated by
_t. tile calibration tests of Ref. i. The efficiency averaged 74% using tileturbine
:_.! temperature drop measurements. This t.s htgher than expected, probably due to the
!" seal. purge and rotor coolant hydrogen flows reducing tlle turbine outlet temperature.
}i! ' The effect of these flows on turbine outlet temperature eouhl be assessed if rear
:, bearing supply flow were measured. Rear bearing coolant discharge flow is measured
and tiledifference would be the flow into the turb%ne.
Turbine flow parameter data are shown in Fig. 55. Turbine flow parameter relates
inlet flow, pressure, temperature, and nozzle area to turbine pressure ratio and
tilespeed parameter. Previous tests have shown the turbine flow parameter to be
relatively independent of turbine speed parameter for tiffs partial adurtssl.on tur-
bine. The flow parameter equation in Fig. 55 is the standard nozzle flow equation.
The test data at 7121 rad/s (68,000 rpm) show good agreement with tileprediction
being within 2.4% of the equatlou value.
Rotor upstream antldownstream hub static pressure measuremeuts indicate
a pressure rise .lcross the rotor of lrolll 3 to 5% of the turbine pressure drop.
" This trend has been indicated tu prevtous tests and possibly is caused by tile
rotor blade pvmptug _n the inactive arc with the nousymmetrtcal rotor blades. In
general, the performance of the turbine ts as expected.
o
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i_ Pump Hydrodynamic Performance
Pump Head Rise. The pump head rise was derived from the same basic measurements
as used in previous test series, namely the pump inlet and discharge duct static
pressures and the measured flow. There had been no design changes in the hydro-
dynamic passages through the primary pumping elements since the previous test
series in May 1978, thus the results from this previous series (Ref. 2) would be
expected to be repeated in the current series. However, it should be pointed out
that the hardware being tested is new hardware that had not been previously
i_ tested. Also, the new hardware had experienced some machining discrepancies in
i the fabrication phase leading to thin sections of blades and shrouds on the
impeller. The effect of these discrepancies on the blade angle distribution and
the resultant impact on hydrodynamic performance was expected to be relatively
minor, but this can only be verified via tests.
i_ Figure 6 presents the head-flow characteristics derived from previous tests in
• 1977 and 1978. The data from both series appear to define a single characteris-
tic and, using a least squares curve fit procedure, the equation shown on the
curve was derived to represent these data. This characteristic provides a basis
for comparison of the recent data. Figure 56 shows the H-Q data from test 3, 4,
and 5 of the current test series and compares the data with the curve-fit charac-
teristic. The data are scaled to 7330 rad/s (70,000 rpm), but the tests were
actually run at approximately 3141 rad/s (30,000 rpm) All three tests show
consistent trends, and the resulting H-Q characteristic is seen to be higher in
head than in the previous series. The head is approximately 6% higher varying
from approximately 4.5% at the lowest flow tested to 10% at the highest.
t
There is no obvious explanation for the higher head rise. The pumps are by design
identical as far as the pumping elements are concerned. The flow through the
balance piston could be different because of the changes made in the downstream
flow system. However, to make the data consistent with the previous H-Q data, the
flow through the balance piston in the current build would have to be approximately
1.26 x lO-3M3/s (20 gpm) less at 7330 rad/s (70,000 rpm) than on the previous
test series which represents approximately a 50% reduction, but the fact is that
the balance piston flow is actually higher on the current system as measured and
by design. Thus, this cannot explalt, the higher head. The only other potential
explanation is that the new impeller has sufficient differences in actual blade
layout to produce the higher head. The effective blade angle at the impeller
discharge would have to be off by 0.07 radians (4 degrees) to account for this
much head increase.
The design flowrate at 7330 rad/s (70,000 rpm) is 1.46 x 10-2M3/s (232 gpm) so the
test data cover a range of flow from approximately 80 to 120% of design flow. This
can be seen in Fig. 57, which shows the same head rise but as a function of the
ratio of Q/N divided by the design value. The same data are also plotted in
Fig. 58 as the dimensionless parameter of head coefficient (@) versus inlet
flow coefficient (_) where these coefficients have their normal definition.
Similar data analyses were performed for test 6 which included testing near
7330 rad/s (70,000). There were problems encountered with the transducers for
test 6 in that drifts were encountered between the pre- and posttest calibrations.
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i: The data were reduced using both the i,rm';tlibratit,n and postca[ibration signals,
i but neither resulted in consistm)t trends compared with test 3, 4, and 5. It was
finally established that the best general agreelnent of the data for the four tests
was achieved using a calibration signal that wa,," the average of the pre- and
! postcalibratton. Tile results were scah, d t'o 7"_30 rad/s (70,000 rpm) and are
_ plotted in Fig.59. l'here are several points of interest in these data. First,
, the data in the tow flow region show reasonably good agreement with the data from
•: tes':s 3, 4 and 5, as can be seen by comparing Fig. 59 an_ _6. This agreement
appears to hold tip to a flow of approxim;ttely !.50 x 10" H /s (240 gpm) which is
_\ 3% above tile design flow. The data at higher flows show a continual decrease in
,. head until at the highest flow the head is actually 20% below its scaled value
from tests 3, 4, and 5. This characteristic is typical of cavitation induced i
head loss, and these results are dtsvussed further in the section below entitled 1
Suction Performance.
A third point of interest in the data of Fig. 5,,9 is the presence of three data
points in the flow range of 1.45 to 1.52 x lO-_N3/s (225 to 23(> gpm) that a/'e
near or below the curve fit of the previous test series data. These three points
wore from the beginning of test b and were obtained at a test speed near 3141
rad/s (30,000 rpm). Figure 59 had shown that data from this speed range actually
scaled to a higher head rise, and these '_ points reflect some of the inaccuracy
associated with the calibrattou problems that occurred on this test. These data
would agree with the results of tests 3, 4, and 5 if the flow were actually higher
than the measured value. If the c-lltbratton problem has resulted in a flow error
that is more prominent in the begim_lng of the test (when the 3161 rad/s (30.000
rpm) data and high flow data were obtained) but is essentially zero :it the end of {
the test, the apparent cavitation fail off could actually b._ occurring at higher . !
flows than the measured value sho_,u lu the figure, tlowever, there is no way to
verify this other than retest iug.
letgure 60 m_d 61 present results for test 6 that covapare with Fig. 57 and 58 for
tests 3, 4 and 5. The satue observat tons made with regard to Fig. 59 would, of
course, aIso apply to these two figures.
In conclusion, tile head rise of the tested pump ts higher than the previous
pump by about 6_ us long us a noncavitattng flow condition exists. |k_ever,
the present pualp appears to be more sensitive to cavitation. _'his will be dis-
cussed more fully bylaw.
Pump Efftelmwv. The efficiency of tile pump call be deter_ined hi two ways:
l. Using the measured pressure and teutperature at tilt, pump inlet and
discharges, tli_, pump iseutroplc etficieucy call be calculated
2. Using the calibration curve for the turbine efficiency and the turbine
inlet available energy, tim pump efficiency can b_ derived from the
calculated input power and a_asured output power
Of tile t_.'o atpl, roaclle._, the first has generally beell shown to haw less data scatter
and to prey.trio at more reliable measurermmt. Both approaches were used to r_due_
the data fr_a the current tests, and both results are pre_euted bc, l_w.
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'] Therefore, more confidence tan he placed upon tile data at speeds near 7330 rad/s
I
_, (70,000 rpm), The {sentropic efficiency t'zllcul:lted frolll the me_tsured paralneters
at high speeds (test,,6) are presented in Fig. 6.5. I_ote that tim three points
between 1.46 x lO-2Ma/s (226 gem) arid 1.518 x 10-2M_/s (235 gem) that are bel, ow
'," the data trend are the ihree dat'a points obt,lined at tile beginning of the test
i} rear the 31.41 rad/s (3(I,00(I rplll) Opel'tiling speed. The data at or below the
i: design flow are consistent" with tile data i_rev_ous].y obtained near 7330 rad/s
_,I (70,000 rpm), ant, tim effictencles achtew, d are considex'ed to be w, ry good for
_._ this size pump. The peak efftt?ient'y ,is over 682', at the lower fl.ows, mid tim
_t efficiency at the design point is over 67_v. The design pot.tit: efftt'leucy had bet;n
predfct'ed at 70Y.,with tilt, peak efficielwy t_ccul'rtng :it: the design flow. llowever,vious tests had showll tim satlle doviatiolls frolll the predicte values ;is
o;;served for the current test series. Tile data suggest tllat: at least one el eulent
[ of tilt, pttttlp (i.e,, e:lther tilt' illdttct, t', tlupt'll_,r, vailed dti:fuser, or volttt:e) is
i undersized so it matches better with t:he lower flow. Based ou the loss coe_rfi -
cionts for these e.letuents (Ref. 1) the diffuser losses art, predominant, nlakitig
It more suspect as the cause of tile lower destgll I)ollit efftcietlcy. Also, the
diffuser was designed strttetttrally to wttltstaud very large tetl,_ile st:resses due
to the high volute pressures atteulpt Ing tu separate the volute. Thus, tile blade
blt_el<age for tilediffuser is relatively large. However, lilt)re extensive sttidies
wottld have to be eoudut't'ed to try to t,dettttfy tile ac, tual cause of the, peak
efficfency occttrrit,g at a 16wet flow,
The tenlperatttre rise through the I)unlp t'or the ht, gher speed operatit)n is shown
iu Fig. 66. Tile t.emperatnre rise Iv approxtuvttely 6 times as high at t:he higher
speed l)rovtdltlg llltlCh bet t'er data act'tll'acy stlt'll t:hat tile isentropi.e efftt'teney
based on test 6 is believed to be a much more, act'urate v:ll.tle, The falloff of
efflcletlty sit the higher flows is title to t'he salne phellOmellOll as t'tttlst'd the head
falloff presented lit previous figures. The efficiency for test 6 batsed oil t,he
turbiue c:lltbrattolt is sllown ill Fig. 67. Again, tlle results art, higher than
for tile I.seutropic offteteney and, In fact, are obviously too ht.gh, exceeding
84%. Tllus, tile tseutropic efficiency is still believed to be a better value.
The head ;llld efi:lCiellt'y datll tall lie ttsetl t'o geller/ite tile power t't,l'vt _ for tile
ptlnlp. The results arc sllowu in t.'tg. 68 for tests 3, 4. aud 5 arid ill Fig. 69 for
test (_. a'his power ts defltted as tl_e pump input horsepower
h *, All _/(.5%t) 11)
P
wht, l'e All is the he;Id rise, t'o the welght flowt'ate, mid II Is the pump offtviellt'y.
T|le IIIO,qt representat lye results are the values from t:est 6 at or below design
flow based Oil the at:curacy arguments presellted above,
Indllcer St'lilt Prt, ssllrt, Rise. One Of the spet'la] pal'alllert'rs Illegtsuretl ttul'illg the
test .,qerit, s[s t'llt , Ittducer discharge stattic pressure, The measnrenlont ts intended
to p roy l tit: _lll eVel 1ll;it t oil of _lldtlt'el" pe t'|:ol'nlallee l:t} perlllt t t dellt | f i t'_lt i nil of _lny
t)otential tlldllct, r problelll. It tllso ltlellt:ifl_,s tile doKqlStt'eltlll pl'es_qnrt* bOlllldtlry
colldlI loll |or _llltll\';*.lllg tilt' balance piston roclrt'ulatlllg fit)w, bet'altlse the balalice
piston flow that does uot pass thrmlgh tile hi'at|tits ts dulllpod back tntu tilt,
flowstrt,aul bet_,t, en t|le lnduet, r tllst,harge _illt] |tiler.'] ler tiller. (eVell tile boll'lilt
flow call be routed to returu to tilts same dump loeattou.)
}O6
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il During the 1977 and 1978 test series, this measurement was located flush with the
) wall at tiletip of the Inducer. Thus, It was intended to measure the tip static
pressure at the inducer discharge. The test had shown this pressure to be signi-
: ficantly lower than the l)redicted w|tue (Ref, 2). It was pointed out at the time
i that the low value could be due either to a faulty measuremet_t of a hydrodynamic
_', deficiency, and if tilelatter were the case, it could seriously affect tilesuctio,1
; performance of the impeller.
' In the current test series the measurement ]ocatton was moved to tile area where
;_ the front wear ring flow dumps into tile impeller Inlet as shown in the sketch of
_- Flg. 70. This measurement position provtdes a more direct measurement of tile dump
pressure for tile balance piston ret'ireulattng flow, but it ts not as accurate
for the ft_ducer discharge pressure bet'ause ;my vortex gradient occurring in the
fluid between the measurement and the inducer tip will result in a pressure dif-
ferential between these two for'ations.
The inducer static pressure rise for tests 3, 4, and 5 and for test 6 are shown
in Fig. 71 and 72, respectively. In both cases the data have been scaled to
7330 rad/s (70,O00 rpm) so they can be compared to each other. The pressure rise
Ix defined as the measured discharge static pressure minus the measured pump
inlet static pressure. In comparing the results of Fig. 71 with those of Fig, 72,
it can be seen that tile data are m_lv tu fair agreement wtth tim higher speed
data giving almost 9% higher pressure rise until tile drop in pressure above design
flow is experienced. This ts caused tn part by the rectreulat_.on of the balant'e
piston flow on the high speed test. Comparison of the pressure rise from either
Fig. 71 or 72 with the measurement from the 1978 test series (Ref. 1) shows that
the current measurement is significantly higher, The 1978 series data _ndicated
a pressure rise of only 2088 N/b! 2 (303 psi) at design flow and 7380 rad/s
(70,1100 rpm) based on tl;e high speed data and only 271 psi at the same conditions
based Oil _OW speed data. The data._from Fig. 71 and 72 show a pressure rise of
4.350 N/M" (631 psi) and 4.730 N/m" (687 psi), respectively, at tile desigu flow ,
and 7330 rad/s (70,000 rpm). In fact, tile values presented _u Fig. 71 and 72
m'tually exceed tilt, design pressure rise which was 3.612 N/m" (524 psi) at dosigu
flow and 7330 rad/s (70,000 rpm). Thus, the exi._teuee or" a pumping gradient
betweeu the measurement location attd the inducer tip t_ vertaiuly i_ldicated
as would bt, expected.
Assuming that the front wear ring flow has a t angt,ntial veloetty that ts 1/2
the wheel speed attld that tills veloc,t'y relationship Is preserved dowtlstream
of tim wear ring, the pressure grettlient between the meas,rement and [lldnt'er
tip can he calculated. Usitlg a LeE density of I121 Kg/m 3 (70 lb/ft 3) and a
speed of 7330 rad/s t70,000 rpm), this pressure gradient would at'tually have a
magnitude of 2.00 N/m 2 (290 psi), Subtractlug this value from the 4,74 N/m 2
t(_87 psi) u_,asured pressure rise of Fig, 72 gives a resultaut of 2,74 N/m 2
t397 psi). This latter value Is closer to but higher thzm the prevlou,_ measured
ti,
values of tilL' 1978 test series. If tilt. fluid swirl in this region wort, at only
40% of wheel speed (g =' O.4.D), the pressure gradtmlt would have a magnitude
Of OIllV 1.28 N/al 2 (186 psi) and tilt, resultlug ltldm'er static pressure vise would
be 3.45 R/rn2 (S01 psi) at design flow which 1,_ within appro×inuttelv 47,. of tilL'
desigB value. With tilt' expected leakage flows of the frol:t wear ritlg, a fluid
swirl ot oulv 40% of wheel speed, or even lower, i_ ct+rtainly Imssfhlt _ ;Is |las
been shown in llumerous _tudics where the t'lt_a coei'ticleut wa_ Increased tot" flt_
betwt, eu a total trig aBd _tatlouary dlt_k.
11.2
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Figure 70. Inducer Discharge Static Pressure ,_leasuremeut
Also, tile test data during test 6 at high test: speed show a minimum inducer
static pressure rise at high flowrate of only 1.33 N/m 2 (193 psi) (scaled to
7330 rad/s (70,000 rpm). Thus, the pumping gradient is not likely to exceed
this value unless a low deus_.ty exists in ttlis pocket. Thus, the current
measurements indicate that the static pressure rise appro;whes and could very
well agree with tile predicted pressure rise value, but the exact magaitude
of the pressure cannot be determined with the available data•
hnotluer interesting observation from test 17 is that tile inducer static pressure
rise for test 5 is obviously lower than the data for tests 3 and 4. tIowevcr,
it was previously pointed out that the b.'llaltce piston flow was higher for test
5 by .qome 1.26 x 10-3m3/s ( 20 gpm). Thus° the illdtscer flow is higher by that
magnitude, but Fig. 71 and 72 are plotted as a function o_ delivered flow
rather than inducer flow. If the test 5 data in Fig. 71 were w.oved horizon_.aliy
to a flow th:_t i.,_ 1.26 x lO-3m3/s (20 gpm) higher they would show excelleut
agreeme,t with ti_e data for tt.sts 3 a,d 4.
The data at high test spet, d from Fig. 72 show the sanw signiflt:ant decrease in
pressure rise at approximately 3_ above drslgn flow as was observed in both tile
overall pump head aud efficiency. Th|s is extremely importaut because if the
. falloff is due to cavitation, as it appears to be. it is important to know if the
c_vitatlou problem originates In tht, iuducer or in the Impeller. The data of
Fig• 72 definitely _htm that .otat, thiug l_ occurring in the inducer•
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n•!' Such a stgnifteant dr_qmtf cmlld certainly trigger llupeller eavltatiOll, but tile
; tuducer is at least experiencing its owu problenl. This problem is discussed
further lu tile followhIB section.i
b
:, ,qlIcttoll ['el'fOl'lIRlllce,. It was intended lor cavil,it:ion tests to be pOl'_Ot'llled dt
_' sei'et?te'd-t'l'_W's'du't:ill_ the current test series to quanttttze tile suction perfor-b
'. uiauee over tile flow rauge, llowever, test time lUnt, tations dLd not perlMt these
tests to ,,e perforllled. Nevertheless, the data froul the l:Ist test at high speedt%"
"_ have showu IndJcatious of head loss due to cavi.tatlou. This effecl: has been
:'_ uotlced aud referred to wlth rogal'd to Fig. 59, bO, 61, (_5, 68, 69, and 72.
__
! It has been peiuted out chat the head fall¢_ff Is occulu'l.ug 'in both t|le tudueer
aud overall pulllp. It ts of interest to Inw_st ig;Ite the cavtt_ltiOll related data
and attempt to identify the spe,"tfle cause of tile head falh)ff.
The data frolll the overall punlp dlld l'or the inducer pressure rise have been analyzed
to calt'ulate the percent of head fallol'f as a fmlcttOll or" flowrat¢. The reslllts
were very luterestiug and are showu in Fig. 7:1. The figure ¢outaius four curves
which are Identified as fl_llows:
1. The pel't,t,nt head falloff of the overa,ll pulll I) as a fuuctJou of flow
(curve l )
2. The percent lallolf o|" ['he st,'lt'le ho:id rise of the _lldltcer vs [low
without _lll_ _ COl'l'et't:ioll t'O the lildueer discharge statie pressure
lllegtSlll'elllkqlt (CIIl'Vt _ 2)
3, The percollt falloff o1: the ,';tot. ie head of the lndm,er vs [low usiug
a correct'loll of 1.28 N/m 2 (186 psi) (eorrespondhlg to k = 0.40 at
73 t0 rad/s (70,000 rpm)) to represeut the puull_lUg gradient betweeu
the lnthlcor I. lp tlild the atatte prt, ssure taeasurement downstream of
tilt, tuducer.
]4, Ilhhlt't'l" Sllt'ttOII spet'l, ftt' speed b'lsed on tlldlli'el" "Inlet pressure vs
flow for tile high speed test data porttou of test b.
The curves ,_ho_/ that' the [llthwer he'ul starts to fall ,_l:f _it a lower flow thail
the overal I pulup, ,qet'Olltl I y t dsSllllllll}_ that the Col're¢'t ed t'tlrve 3 l S the most
represelltat Lye of the Ill[biter behavior0 the tuducer st'at'if head has fallt, u by 23_
by tilt" i 1111t' lhe pulllp head f'ellloff is 1',_. (It should bt' pointed out' rlh'lt the
tilth(tel" Still [C head falloff will oCt'lit" at .'1 f/Ister r/ill, thrill flit' {lldiicel" fold|
head lalloll). Notv also that dl" the highest flow, the Ill,hlcer static ht,,'td fall-
oft IS :lltllOst lOOZ. Thus, It Is apparent tlltlt the tlltlucer f'llloff Is the first
to tlccur, alld tt ts probably tile primary cause of the fallotf of tilt, llump head.
I",xalllhlIllg the slk'tlOll specific speed eulve of I,'t.g, 73 shows that tilt, lllthlt't,l' 1
he'ld bogllls to fallolf :11' a Stlcttoll specific speed of approxtlllal'elv 15,rio0 for
"t flOW ;IbOIII I'",; above deslgu flow. At lilt, th, stgll flow, the predlt't;ed sucl trill
speetl it' .,_ll_,_,tl wa,,_ approxtuliitely 10q260 {rad/s(ul'l/s)i/2/(,l/Rg)3/4} ('tt),(lO0
(rlllll)(gpm_i l/2/tl t-lb|/lbm):l/4), mid previous destgus of large slat, havl., I.il.,eu
able to achieve the higher suctiOll perlot'lllailce.
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The Mark 48 inducer is smaller (1)i, = 1.(_5 in.) than previous designs and this
could impact the suction performance because blockage due to fillets, boundary
layers, etc. is nluch more severe percentage-wise, l|_wever, it is believed that
a desL_ exceeding 52,63l t (_iajl/s) (m3/s) I]2/(J/Kg)3/t4}t15000 (rpm)(gpm)l/2/(ft-lbf/
:" lbm) 3/ } suction specific speed is achtewtble Jn this size range.
There is one other potential explanatiou of the head falloff. Durtng test 6, a
_. portion of tile design flow was rec_rculated to tile eye of the tmpel.ler. This flow _
_ has experienced stnne temperature increase in passing through tile pump, tile balancepiston and tile rectrculatJon line. Lf this flow is vaporizing, creating a two-
phase flow condition entering the eye of the impeller, it could impact both the
pressure reading and the Impeller cavttattou characteristics. To attempt to
verify one of these potential explmultions as the cause of the problem, dat'a
from previous test series on the Mark 48 pump were examined, specifically data
from t.he test series in 1977 and 1978. The 1978 test s_ries never reached a
suction specific speed as high as 52631t(rad/s)(m'l/s)l/-/(.1/Ka)3/4} (15000 (rmn)
(gpm)l/-/(ft-lbf/lbm,_3/4), the maximum value being 47368 rad/s(m3/s)l/2/(J/Kg)3/4
(13,500 (rpm)(gpm)l/-/ift-lbf/lbm) 3/4 at a flow below the design flow. Test 4
of the 1977 series reached 54035 (rad/s)(m3/s)l/2/(J/Kg)3/4115400 (rpm)(gpm)l/2/
(ft-lbf/lbm) 3/4} suction specific speed but at a flow below the design flow, and
it showed no Indication of cavitation falloff. Test 5 of the 1977 test series
was the one tlu_t experienced ....L,,_- l,OX fire, but it did operate according to tile
data at high suction specific speed values (between 70175 and 84210 (rad/s)
(m3/s)l./2/(J/Kg) 3/4 {20,000 alld 24,000 (rpn0(gpnOl/2/(ft-lbf/lbm)3/4}. These
dat:a did Indicate that head falloff was occurr'hlg but not ,is dramatically as for
l'he current data., ltowever, It ts not clear what Impact the fire incident had
on the recorded data. Thus, examination of previous test data does not clarify
tile cause of tile head fall.off.
Ba___l.mht_KJ'J st on System Performance Eva lust|on
Q
l_a:!jJ.n53_,l'istop_P_ltilp!'j!D!!c£. Ill 1979, t'he analytical, model of the ha.lance piston
prcdlcled balance piston operation to have large margins for flows at or below
design flow but a margill of only [7% of the force ratlge (13% with tilehigh pressure
orifice open) at a high i'le,acoefficient (20% above design). These analyses are
g,iwm lu Table 1.7. To provide addltJonal safety margin, it was decided to perform
initial tests tt* the currellt series with all overboard bleed to hel.p keep the Slllllp
pressure for the balant.e piston at a low value. The Initial tests wit:h the lower
speed actually showe,t a much better axial thrust control using the" measured pres.-
sores for Lmpeller discharge, lmtauce pistou, and balance piston sump than had beeu
predicted. IIowever, it was also noted that the impel.ler discharge and inlet static
pressures were much hlgher than had beeu used in the axial thrust model. 'the
previous v¢llLIt'S IlSl'd Ill t|lt' aria|el'teal illodel were based ou pressure illeastlrelUel/tS
fl't_Ul previous test st, rtes, but these measurements had been subject to error,
part tcutarly the Impeller discharge pressure which read low due to leakage from tile
measuremeut transfer tube as it crossed flange tuterfaces.
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[_ Using tile pressures as measured ill tilL', current: test" effort in the analytical
model resulted ill excellent agree, aleut with the test data and a prediction
" of comfortable margins for axial thrust control at ;ill flows at a speed of
3141 rad/s (30,000 rpal).
i, During tile initial tests in this series, there was evidence that tile overboard
t,',
e drain line was cheRt.rig causing a high back pressure for tile balm_ce piston
;_ sump Hodiftcattons were made to the overboard drama line to decrease the line
resistance by enlarging tile flow ctmtrol orifice while retaining tile flow
;>- measureulent ortftce. This was doue to ensure that test 6, which ran to higher
speeds, was performed with the flow 17l'Olll tilt, balance piston free to flow either
ffl
overboard or recirculate into the eye of the impeller, A schematic of this flow
path is shown in Fig. 74. The measured parameters include the balm_ee I)tStm_
sunlp pressure, inducer discharge pressure, overboard flow ((_13)_ and bearing flow
062). These data together with the analytical model of Ref. 2 are sufficient
to c,'llculate tile resistance and flow through [he reclrculation line (&4) which
also penuits calibration of tilebalance piston flow (&l).
• /PIND DISCh
w,.j 1
BALANCE I
PISTON
Wl FLOW CONTROL ORIFICE
_/4 PSUMP FL __u__ MAXIMUM
DIAMETER
rT! _ OVERBOARDuj--RECIRCULATED
'_ FLOW MEASUREMENT
'_ _/2 BEARING
Figure 74, Flow S¢immattc Repres_t_tative or" Test ()
The I!lod_,l does tier [llt'Itlde ;i sep_rglte flow path for both overboall'd flow ;illd
|'ecirculatiou flow. 'rhet'ef,._re, the procedure used was _ts follows:
I. t)erm|t tilt-" overboard flow ((_vl) nnd the be,,|l'itlg flow (_2} t_ both exit
throu_,h the bearing flowpath by empirically decreasing [he resist'alice
ill the analyticni model uutil tile calLulat,,d flow _grees with tile
StlRl O_ tile test [lows
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2. Adjust the resistance in the recirculation line until the correct
ii • balance piston sump pressure occurs simultaneously with the correct
flow through the bearing
Since there are two measured values being matched (sump pressure and _p plus _q)
and two resistances being adjusted, a unique solution can be obtained _t each -
flow. This procedure was adopted for three data points from test 6, and an
average resistance for the recirculation line was calculated. Table l8 shows the
resulting values of the analytical model compared with the test data.
Having empirically anchored the analytical model, and particularly the reclrcula-
tion line resistance, the model can be analyzed eliminating the overboard dump to
simulate the mode of operation with recirculation of all of flow except that going
through the bearing. For this calculation the resistance of flow passing through
the bearing and overboard was returned to its original design value because this
resistance was verified to be accurate by the data. The results of this analysis
are shown in Table 19, along with the predicted balance piston axial thrust results.
Figure 75 to 77 show the axial thrust force curve for tilethree operating points
of Tables 18 and 19. The figures each contain two curves; the solid curve repre-
senting the mode of operation as used on Test 6, and the dashed curve showing
the recircuiation-only mode. The point where the axial thrust is balanced is
shown on each curve, and both the table data and the curves show a very satis-
factory operation of the balance piston over the full range of flow tested.
In fact, there is no indication that the balance piston ever approached its
, limits of axial thrust range during the test, nor would it with a recirculation-
only mode. Figure 78 shows the primary pressure parameters that reflect the
behavior of the balance piston, and even during the portion of the test when
large pressure falloff was experienced due to cavitation, tilepressures all
responded in a relative manner that indicates only a small shift in the balance
piston. To verify this the balance piston parameter I_ was calculated where:
r
= (PBP-I PSUMP )/(PIMP - PSUMP )
where PBP-I is the number ] balance piston pressure, PSUMP is the sump pressure,
and PIMP is the impeller discharge static pressure. If F approaches zero, the
high pressure orifice is approaching a closed position. Similarly, if F approaches
a value of one, the low pressure orifice Is approaching closed. The most (eslr-
able wllue would be F approximately equal to 0.5. During test 6, including the
cavitating part of the operation, I'only varied from a value of 0.40 to 0.365
from one extreme of flow to the other. This is strong evidence that the balance
piston was fully oDeratlonal and able to handle all of the imposed loads with
margin to spare throughout the test. Evaluation of the hearings after test
• indicated no large axial loads had occurred on the bearings during turbopump
operat ion.
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Dynamic Seals Performance
. __byrlnth Seals. The condition of the labyrinth seals on the impeller front
shroud and slinger indicated satisfactory operation with slight wear-ln showing
on the silver plated lands. Pressure measurements across tlleimpeller front
_, wear ring were compared to det:etmine the range of seal pressure drop. A col
relation of test 6 data given in Table 20 show at speeds nea_7120 rad/s (68,000
,_ rpm) the pressure drop across the seal _s as would be expec,_ed and tileimpeller
front shroud labyrinth seal is operating satisfactorily.
The labyrinth seal on the slinger consists of a two land stepped static component
with three labyrinth grooves for each land on the rotating slinger. The static
clearances are shown in Fig. 43. The data from test 6 (Table 20) indicates a
large pressure drop across the seal. The pressure drop data accounts for the
radial pressure gradient from the slinger seal to the slinger sump pressure
measurement assuming a radial pressure gradient as measured and reported In Ref.2.
These measured pressure gradients were found to have very low pumping effective-
ness at high speed with a K slinger pumping coefficient K of 0.05 at 6912 rad/s
(66,000 rpm) and a K of 0.17 at 3141 rad/s (30,000 rpm).
As a result, the pressure drop across the labyrinth seal is very high which leaves
a much lower pressure in the seal cavity. As a result It is possible that the
slinger height could be reduced considerably. This would reduce the pumping
losses of the rotating slinger. There is some heating associa_ed with the slinger
disc friction. The temperature measurements between bearing coolant flow, slinger
• sump temperature and balance piston flow temperature show a higher temperature
by I.II K (2 R) for the balance piston flow. The accuracy of the thermoeouple
readings _s well below what the Isenthalplc temperature change and disc pumpi_:g
would be, so a comparison cannot be made except to note that the temperature rise
• for the isenthalpic pressure drop across the labyrinth seal is 0.94 K (1.7 R) or
very nearly the measured temperature difference.
The flow rate was estimated through tlw bearings and slinger labyrinth by cola-
bining t|leoverboard bearing flow with the measured primary LOX seal flow of test
_eries 3 and 4. which runs very nearly a constant 0.077 Kg/s (0.170 Ib/e) at
all speeds and cavity pressures measured. The net flow rate through the bearings
is of the order of 2.2% of the pump flowrate.
Float itjg.Rtn__keqe'al_s. The performance of the floating ring seals has sho_m good
consistency throughout th¢_ several test series. The seal packages consist of
three seals, having three drains and one helium purge supply section. The
helium purge supply pressure has beml mair.tained o11 te,;t series 4 and 5 at
152 g/cm 2 (220 psia) at all test condttion._ at near ambient supply temperatures
, of 300 to 311 g (540 to 560 R). The primary LeE seal drain temperatures in test
:, series 5 are considerably higher than on test .,,cries 6 (Table 21). This would
_ indicate relatively les._ cold LeE leakage witll more warm helium gas in the mixtureprobably caused by the reduce slinger stmlp presst, res. T _econdary hot gas
i , seal d,'ain sht_s little change between the two test _eries. The primary hot ga_;
_eal drain .gas .zemperatures are affected by the amount of chili on the turbine
i bearing package for each test but the pressure levels at,, only _ligh_ly higher
, a_ are the measured flowrate_ for ]141 rad/_ (30,OCIO rpm).
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i_!, Dvnamlic Performanc_
_" The dynamic data fronl tests 2 through 6 were proc.essed and analyzed to determine
!: what the dynamic characterlstics of the turobpump were. The pump instrumentation
consisted of radial aceelerometers located on the volute inlet and turbine hous-
.:I_ Ing flange, and a punlp axial accelerometer located on the volute inlet face. I_o
_:" radial proxlmeter transducers were located at the turbine bearing instrumentation
i cap to measure shaft position and one axial proximeter transducer at the end of
the shaft. All these data were recorded on FM tape for future processing. The
_w- data processing was done at tileanalog facility in the Rocketdyne Engineering
Development Laboratory.
Maximum axial and radial acceleration levels measured for each of the four
3141 rad/s (30,000 rpm) tests were less than ] g rms. All peak acceleration
levels referred to are taken from Amplitude Mean Squared (AMS) traces fil.tered
with a 0 to 2000 Hz ].owpass filter or a 200 to 2000 Hz band-pass filter. At
the beginning of test 6 operation at 71.21rad/s (68,000 rpm), all of the
accelerometer measurements were overdriven on FM tape. Using the best data
retrieval, methods available, the accelerometers show maximum amplitudes on the
order of 7 G's rms. These levels are roughly twice the maximmn accelerations
observed on a I_/8 test (series 4) that was also conducted at 7121 rad/s (68,000
rpm).
Turbine end rubbing was indicated on every test by 2X and 3X synchronous speed
frequencies. After test 6, the rotor experienced high torque. No explanation
for this increased interference was fouud in the data. It is assumed that the
higher speeds of test 6 aggraw_ted the rubbing condition that had been uoted
since the first test of the series. Test 6 ramp down rate was not significantly
different below 3141 rad/s (30,000 rpm) than that seen on previous tests.
Similarly, its ramp down from 7121 rad/s (68,000 rpm) compares closely to the
1978 test mentioned above.
Spectrum data tisoplots) from tests 2 and 3 show anomalous frequencies at 3.2X
and 3.6X speed, Tllese frequencies do not appear on any later tests, They could
be related to a bail spin frequency which is calculated to occur at 3.1X spee.d.
Two other anomalous frequencies, one at 1500 llz and the other ranging from 2700
to 3100 llz, appear tn the data. During each test the frequencies remain constant,
tndelmndeut of rotor speed, and on some tsoplots they appeal: before tile test
was begun. Consequently, they are believed to be unrelated to rotating irregul-
arltles and are most probably acoustic frequencies or noise.
A final anomalous frequency was seen on test 5. lt" is subsynchronous and because
it appears most strongly on axial amplitude spectra, it is believed to be related
to balauce pistol_ vlbratiou.
Beutly displacemeut data on all of t|le test_ in this series were of dubious
value. Tinle histories (St'atos rL.eords) and lsoplots were characterist tcally
garbled "_t[l[I IlOise [1,'eqt|ellcies. Iii most instances spot face alul)litudes could not
be distinguished from rotor transl.attonal amplitudes. Peak displacemeut values
were obtained by subtacting amplitudes attributable to noise from nominal
ampl I t ude._;.
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_ Radial and axial displacements for the 3141 rad/s (30,000 rpm) tests were on the
} order of 0,762 x 10-2ram (3.0 x 10-4 inc|_)peak to peak, while the displacements
' . seen at 7121 rad/s (68,000 rpm) were on the order of 1.524 x lO-2mm (6.0 x 10-4
inch) peak to peak.
Tile conclusions reached for test series 5 dynamic analysis were that observed
,! . acceleration and displacement levels were consistently low. The operating
;_i_, speeds of 7121 rad/s (68,000 rpu,) and.3143 rad/s (30,000 rpm) exceeded the 20%
safety envelope around the rotors observed critJcal speed of 5655 rad/s
_ (54,000 rpm).
Except for the Mark 48-0 turbine-end rubbing, none of the anomalies identified
in the test data are deemed to be serious. Some improvement should be channeled
into improving the readability of the Bently traces. Perhaps a different spotface
or spotface-probe.conflguration should be employed because of the extremely
small shaft diameter of the Mark 48-0.
Mechanical Performance
The condition of the component parts on d[sassemb].y were generally in excellent
condition. The inspection revealed three areas where damage to the turbopump
had been sustained during the testing. These areas were:
i. Turbine tip rubbing
, 2. Inducer tip rubbing
3. Distress of the chrome plating on the rotor shaft at the turbine seal
. An evaluation of the specific hardware, causes for the condition and reco_muended
solutions follow.
Turbine Ti_ Rubbing_ It has been previously stated that the high torque exhibited
on the rotor during posttest torque checks Indicated the rotor torque to be
903 to 1130 N/cm (80 to I00 In.-Ib). Attempts to free the rotor by turning only
resulted in larger torque w_lues. A combination of blowing ambient GN2 through
the t:urb:h_e while heating the turbine housing provided no reduction of the torque.
As the rotor turned, it would ;.it sollle points break loose for an arc of _s much
as 0.785 radius (45 degrees) but wltll added rotattoll would seize. A push-pull
check was made at one po:t.nt wller_ _ the shaft rotated freely within the arc des-
or|bed, bleasurements imltcated .'m axial shaft travel of approximately 0.254 Imu
(0.(/10 Inch) for only slight axlnl load. 'l'hts indicates the rotor was operating
within the acct, ptabl.e axial travel baud width of the balance piston. Disassembly
was accomplished by pulling the ho;_riuF support housing off the turbopump. The
support housing conta|ils the turb|nt, tip st, el. '1'11_ tlltorferellee causillg the
c high rotor torque was cruised by the rlll_blllg Of the rotor tip and the galling
_ of tim c.opper platlug on the seal diameter adlacont to the stator vanes. This is
;, , clearly shown by the condition of the copper plating in Fig. 79. The rotor
: also shows evidence of rubbing aud some collection of copper on the blade tips
ill Fig. 80.
i
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It w_li be necessary to strip and replace the copper before t:he support housing is j
useable, No other damage is apparent, The rotor blade tips will require cl.eanup |
. by hand to remove the copper accumulation. The blade tip itself shows very little II wear.The cause for the rubbiug condition was "Investigated and found to be due to the
_._
_, , close tip clearances used tn the build and the operat:tng changes Involved. The
I drawing stackup showed the radial clearance nt :lssembly to be 0.05l to 0.102 mm
i;"! (0.002 to 0.004 iuch) as is given in Fig. 81. The actual measured radial clearance
at assembly was O. 127 uun (0.005 in.). The clearance increases due to the effects
of t:hilldo_n_ if housing and rotor temperatures remain the same temperature. When
the turbiue wheel speeds up, the wheel growth decreases the el.earance and tf t'he
ambient (_112 gas dr_ve warms the components furtlmr, tl_e cl.earm_ue decreases further.
I At th:is point the rubbing is t;ighly likely If the system was drtven with hot gas
_. J . •
:: at 922 K 11200 F), the houst, ng growth would provide more than adequate clearmtce.
I I, It Is recouunended that wtth GII2 drive, the turbine tip clearance be incre,lsed to
aw)id the rubbing condition.
1})flUster TI_p Rubbtulk=. 'the dt.sassembly revealed some slight rubbing of the inducer
blade tip with the iulet wall. The rubbing traces are qhown in Fig. 82. The duct
1 surrotuldiug the inducer tip ts silver plated to a depth of 0.254 mm (0.010 inch).
The measurements of rhe inlet duct Indicate the dept:h of the rubbing is of the
order of 0.051 mm (0.002 inch) m;lxtmum over a t_trclullt:ert-,lltt;l] ;ll't, of 1.57 r_ldius
(q0 degrees). This slight rubbing has beeu reported on previous butlds. Tl'a,
L radial t:ip clearauee at assembl.y was measured at 0.174 mm (0.0069 inch) with an _'
iudm,er tip runout of 0.0102 nun (0.0004 tnt:h), llt is recommended that no iuducer i[, " tip radial clearances tighter than 0.203 m_ (0.008 inch) be run.
!
Shaft Distress at Turbtiie Seal, Exaluiilatioii of the shaft-rotor oil the se,,lllilg
" Slll'|aet-)s reve;lls chal'ac[el'ist'le carborl t'r;lt, ks oil t'he turbine end ,seal slid prllllary :
LOX seal. The tracking of the primary LeE seal Is shown at" mtdspan ou the shaft tu i
Ftg. 83. 'this coudttiou Ls normal ,,illd llot considered a problem. The turbtne sea[
area which is nearest the rotor wheel ou the pump side of the shaft showed serious
distress iu the chrome platiug. This ts easily reeoguized in Ftg. 83. The seal
used here uses two floating rings made of Ameermet. These r:tugs are showll with the
se,tl package tn Fig. 84. The rlug uearest the pu_np (left stde tn Fig. 84) lost:
its press fit and came loose from the retainer whih, the one nearest the rotor did
rot and is shown with its retainer rtng, It is hypothesi:,ed that as the Ameermet
operates at close e]eal'_lllCe8 llear the chrome, he;it is generated. TIr|.a heat causes
expm_slou of the Amcermet and ytetd_ug of tim retainer ring uutil the Ameermet. riug
press fit is lost. At' this peiut the seal rlug can wear ou both the outside aud
tuside diameter of the seal ring. The evldeuce of high heat in the chrome has been
verified bv harCness tests on the shaft troth on and adjacent to the se_[ damaged
• area, The tests reveal high Rockwell C hardness adjaceut to the distressed _lrea
[: but below st;lie hardlloss oil thp dlstrt,ssed ;ll'e_'). Alrhough t'he hardlless tt:st is ii,-_t
}: completely ,It'L'l.lrlllo |of t|ltn t'hl'olno el;t! il_$1, it does rovt,;ll that telllper;itures as
high a,_ 1033 K 11.400 F) may have developed iu order to so[teu the chrome plating in
}: • the distressed ,_rea.
,£
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Figure 81. Mark 48-0 Turbine Blade Tip Clearance
ISM55-5/28/81-CIK
Figure 82. Mark 48-0 lnduccr Tip Rubbing on 1;llet
.!
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1 SH55-5/28/81-C1D
Figure 83. Hark 48-0 Rotor Condition After Test Series 5
t35
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Test data on hard chrome plating indicate that when chrome plating is subjected
to temperatures above 672 K (750 F) the hardness is reduced considerably.
i
Several small segments of the chrome plating are missing in the distressed area. _:
The shaft does not reveal any permanent damage but the chrome will need to be
: stripped and replated before it can be acceptable for use. It is recommended
_" that on subsequent builds the radial clearance on this seal ring be increased
i to avoid the problem. The condition seems to be caused by lack of film cooling
existing across this seal segment since the one closest to the turbine wheel
_- with more pressure drop across it seems to be undamaged with only slight rub
markings. The problem could also be corrected on the testing with GH 2 turbine
gas drive if tlleAmcermet seals were replaced with carbon seal rings.
Bearing Analysis. The bearings were analyzed after disassembly of the turbopump.
During disassembly, the bearings were damaged by the static axial overload required
to separate the pump components. The bearings were examined after six starts
during which they accumulated a total of 580 seconds operating time. The pump
was run at 524 rad/s (5000 rpm) for 326 seconds, 3141 rad/s (30,000 rpm) for 166
seconds and 7121 rad/s (68,000 rpm) for 35 seconds. The balance of the time was
at transient speeds. The conclusions drawn from the bearing examination were:
i. The bearings would have continued to operate
2. The coolant for the turbine bearing set showed evidence of par-
ticulate contamination
3. All bearings were damaged by static axial overload during disassembly -i
4. The turbine end bearings were subjected to synchronous radial load
The ball surface was mostly roughened, accompanied with a dull band. Some balls
show Brinnel marks and some have shallow spalls. One ball had a short crease.
The general condition of the bearings was not bad enough to preclude continued
service, although the deterioration was evident and the rate would be expected
to accelerate.
The high contact angle indicates that the inner race press fits may not be as
tight as intended. The press fit on these bearings at ambient condition was
measured at 0.0229 to 0.0254 mm (0.0009 to 0.0010 inch) tight.
The No. 3 bearing had experienced a radial synchronous load, as the inner race-
way eccentric load path indicates. This could be due to a residual rotor
imbalance of the turbine wheel. It is difficult to explain the lesser indica-
tions of synchronous radial loading in the No. 4 bearing, which is adjacent to "i
the No. 3. A hypothetical combination of: !
(1) Axial ha,lg up of the No. 3 and 4 bearing cartridge,
(2) A shaft motion toward the No. 4 bearing, or ¶
(3) A looser fit between the outer race of the No: 4 bearing and the
cartridge
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_ !I could be responsible. Another contributing factor would be due to an anomaly in
shaft alignment; any out-of-squareness Of the shoulder where the rotor end is
} _ attached will magnify the runout at No. 3,4 bearing location. It was also noticed
that about 20% of the No. 3 bearing OD was unsupported. Any combination of these
factors might make the No. 4 bearing radially softer s_ that it experienced a
_ lesser radial load.
Y
k
: : The No. ] and 4 bearings have Brlnnel marks high on the shoulders, but Nos. 2 and 3
_ : at the low angle shoulders. This will result during dismantling in which Nos. 1
and 2 outer rings were pulled out with the cartridge, leaving the No. 2 inner ring
_i still on the rotor. Similarly, tileforce required to pull the No. 4 bearing inner
i race was applied through the bearing, brinnelllng it. The No. 3 race was damaged
i as the balls were pulled over the low shoulder.
A localized fretting on the OD of the No. 4 bearing suggests a fixed radial load
or misalignment of the bearing mounting bore.
It is recommended that the turbine bearing coolant system be reviewed for con-
tamination and corrected. The shaft and bearing inner race fits should be reviewed
to determine if they are too loose at operating conditions.
!
i
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SUMMARY OF RESULTS
The objectives of the program have generally been completed with the conclusion of
this test program. The specific objective of obtaining characterization of the
primary LOX seal leakage flows and baseline pump performance data was achieved.
The results indicate that the head-flow performance was as predicted at design
flow for test series 4. In the subsequent test series (5) using newly fabricated
component parts, the head rise averages 6% higher than measured on test series 4.
No satisfactory explanation has been found for this difference except the newly
fabricated impellers had some dimensional discrepancies of thin blades and shrouds
which could contribute to the condition.
On test series 4. test 9, a noncavitating sucti9_^performance capability of 84210
(rad/s) (m3/s)i/2/(J/Kg)3/4 [24,000 (rpm) (gpm)I/z/(ft_ibf/Ibm)374] was demonstrated
at a flow of I05% of design flow at a test speed of approximately 6964 rad/s
(66,500 rpm). It was predicted at that time th=t t_e suction performance capability
of the pump could be as high as 112,280 (rad/s) (m3/s)i/2/(J/Kg) 3/4 [32,000 (rpm)
(gpm)i/2/(ft-lbf/ibm)3/4], During test 6 of test series 5 with the newly fabrica-
ted components a car|rating suction specific speed of only 52,631 (rad/s) (m3/s)i/2/
(J/Kg)3/4 [15,000 (rpm) (gpm)/(ft-lbf/ibm) 3/4] was obtained at a flow rate of 103%
of nominal and a speed of 7225 rad/s (69,000 rpm). A potential explanation of the
poor suction performance exhibited is that recirculation of the balance piston flow
back to the impeller eye may be the cause but examination of the limited data avail-
able does not clarify the cause. The efficiency of the pump was found to be the
same as found in previous testing. The peak efficiency is 68% with the efficiency
at the design flow at 67%. The originally predicted peak efficiency for this
pump design was 70%.
The data from tests on tilebalance piston were correlated with the balance piston
computer model to account for overboard balance piston flow. The results indicate
the rotor operates in a range of 39.2 to 44.8% of the net force range of the balance
piston over a respective flow range of 82 to 108% of nominal flow at near design
speed [7121 rad/s (68,000 rpm)]. The balance piston exhibits a force range of
50262, 44925 and 39142 Newtons (11,300, i0,i00 and 8800 ibs) force at flows of
82, 96 and 108% of design. This force range and piston position exhibits a very
comfortable operating margin and therefore can be expected to perform reliably
over the complete operating spectrum required.
The test program was curtailed due to high rotor torque at the conclusion of
test 6. The high torque was traced to the rubbing of the turbine tip and the
galling of the copper plating used as the tip sealing surface over the shroudless
turbine blades. 'The cause was traced to reduced clearance during operation of tlle
turbopump with an ambient drive gas such as gaseous hydrogen at 306 K (550 R) in
place of the LOX/LH 2 combustion products operating at 1041 K (1874 R) inlet tem-
perature. The result is a radial tip clearance increase of 0.356 mm (0.014 inch)
when opera, ring with h_,t drive gases. It is recommended that the tip clearance
at the turbine be increased to avoid rubbing when using ambient gaseous hydrogen
as the drive fluid.
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Ii.
il In general the mechanical performance of the turbopump was satisfactory with
) exception of the first test build where a failure resulting in fire damage occurred.
. - The problem was traced to the balance piston range and axial thrust control capa-
bility which was indicated to be marginal. The results of the last test program,
I, when correlated with computer modeling to account for'the internal reclrculation
of balance piston flow, indlcatc very adequate axial thrust margin capability for
r . the turbopump.
?
I;
q
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APPENDIX A
• HARK 48-OXIDIZER TURBOPUHP ASSEMBLIES
RS009820E - Original Configuration
" Test Series No. 4
9R0012300 - Turbopump Incorporating
Spiral Groove Liftoff Seal
9R0014079 - Test Configuration
Test Series No. 5
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MARK 48-OXIDIZER TURBOPUMP APRIL 1981 TEST DATA
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